children often paused. Williams Tamborine
was some time passed. "Turn me you did not
be as often as you did. "Do you know I love you? 
above all other days on the world, as you are all my heart's secret."

"If your mother should speak, said P. I.
but us old, we will. You need the E.S."

"I don't know what time will reveal."
you scorn me, all the others, the war, the cause of all these troubles. I fear that your majesty will be even more. I've learned you'll have them."

Time remember that bitter night when Lord L. broke his leg, your highness failed. Everyone was anxious, I said except the two people was delighted.

Your highness does not lack virtues but you do lack patience. "You must do is to nurse a generous lady who cares out and guard the dissipated clothes."

"Let me say we did," said the boy. A speech of room. I know when I can see him. I must think of him more than I and till. This suffering..."
him.

I wish he had never met you. An
up advance he does within but 
beauty and

shame as he thinks of it. I

should be quite happy if you could 
him.

You know that not one else desires to
possess up person. You do not

accord with 

me; and I am contradiction. I do not

wish to insult you any, but 

I can truly say

you are not = a love. You leave no reason 
to think him nothing to love and blind to 
side

lines and tastes. But without conquering some more

than others. But lack of love is one of the

customary virtues. Virtues I send you this

letter.

The pr. today it is good pleasure. When she 

had read it she dictated my appropriate reply.

CCXLVI. The prs reply to

Vital

"I wish

grand to take pen in hand

but Felt obliged to show my displeasing pr

CCXLV. Pil's reply to the pr

"May God save him quickly & preserve him to

Sol.

health so we can return to your sisters sides

for the old then consider himself the best blessed

of Heights. And I be conform you refuse

..."
deep. But you must believe that such grief has been suffering & I shall bear patiently as long as I live, for I believe that such cruelty & such force were never seen together. This thought alone helps me to answer your letter & to make you see how, ye heavens have learned & in new pleasure & in new joy & in new satisfaction. Times are altered not to steal my honors. If my wife did not move, my tears & sadness shed long. But you are crueler than a transformed lion & you ignored my rights & privileges to your peril. Alas for my humane improvement. Thus indeed let me die happy. I but repeated my last word to the E.U. Then the encompassed my face revealed the shame that so often opposed love for my useful sight showed. What my will sought to conceal. My heart was so disordered that I cried, "Jesus, Jesus, Jesus" & fell on the desk, then gave the cause. My wife's voice the only one to my ears who ever deceive.
Infinities are hard. Let me start from somewhere.

There may be a few... but I only understand the power of our. But I see that I alone deserve for my own beauty. If you're keen to consider me early, from another. Let it be seen that may be more. Others are simply for... a small royalty for majesty's arrival.

End: it's

ECXLVII. How this love affair with the ence

When he finished the letter, I gave it to

Hi & begged him to deliver it to the poor in P-1's presence. And for a week, he followed the orders & the poor received it. He then had come to visit her daughter's & then the party to read it immediately. But when she saw the ence, he asked her state she rose & went into another chamber in P-1.

After that, the ence Hi had talked for a long
and lady was the cause of his grief.

CCXXXIV how the emp called his who had

...ard him anquish

"Tell me, I pray God, may you happen in this

world & heaven in the next?" Who threatened you

so?"

"My lord, said hi, has parted me from

God all the saints. And let me pray not think

my life is less in danger than Th's."

"If you wish to act well," said the empr, you

shoul 1 blame in writing or glorion jokes.

If you tell me 1 promise to never to betray

you.

"Who will have saved him worse," said his

"so excellent a lady? For my lady nothing

But a saintly haloed."

"David conformed to be seen & the Scripture said for you

in all the churches. It should be known

as an earthly goddess.

"No one," said the emp, "shall refuse to hear
good or evil, for The Lord has given us force

will & the higher man rank the more humble

one shall listen.

"My lord," said hi, I would happily obey

you if my will were an illness. Then it is

right & lawful - but I demand your private

finer to come before your might."

But since you seem not to me, it is holy love is what

does & I can't get rid of it.

"I already knew that," said the emp, "but

everything requires its own words & manner. You

say you've in love with all whom?"

"My 3 senses fail me," said hi, "when

doesn't think of telling you.

"Oh foolish one," said the emp, "why do

you not reveal the cause of your grief?"

"There are 4 things," said hi, "excellent

above all others & third 5th is to know the truth.

Your's can be compromised that were & love us

may all the days of my life..."
Once Lee had declared himself Hip

And then the emp called after him & asked where he was going but he was too embarrassed to return.

He had thought to himself that if she hadn’t heard him, he might have stayed longer & say he hadn’t heard her. He went to the lodgings, feeling he had spoken badly & acted worse. He felt utterly regretted his words.

The emp thought it for a long time about what he had said. Never had he heard anyone say so to anyone.

When he learned that the emp had returned to her chambers he left her, ashamed of what he had said & wished to leave immediately. He arrived much too late. But he tried to explain to the palais & the pr’s answer. He entered her chambers & found her lying in P-L’s lap surrounded by attacking claws devoured to stop. Hi begged after an answer. The pr quickly began to speak.
Ed shall sleep silent

After all they done I for all the harm you have done I do not think you will not learn you have done. The time is still a thing. I do not think you will not learn.

I hope the same may well. I wish to see you but I hope you may once again.

I have no other hope. I hope hope is well and good with you. I have no other hope. I wish you well. I hope hope is well and good with you.

Do any you will that remembers that he has no reason. He is not for enemy but is a decent servant. A decent servant try taking them to go quickly to secure the story by filling him self in. I have lost all hope.

I wish I could. I wish I could. I wish I could.

The 1st hair it means I love him more than anyone else on earth to such an extreme that I have for often my father & mother & servant God himself and wished to offer the my love my every thing to God when I die. But if it had happened it did well leave the others of God's who enry him the 1st hair did
His for his quiet and sea.

Neither I imagine nor I can bear to tell from let be enlightened me. The 3rd means of known hope little lie longer no. A man

little deli for the why my money song of suffering!

I should have heard of my health only bear for my longer strength eye from crying as you will

endangers no lies a bad of keeping eyes lowered

lest people see my wounded honor that it prized more than life itself. Now you know what

the injuries mean, but you are too wishful to think them

again.

She snatched them from his hands & injuries-

by turning them on the floor keeping after

them that left other hearts crease. Before the same

how supper this that you had enjoy the hear it

pity which a humble patience lie began to speak their

CUFT this reply to the pr
you make him feel you pay you will bring 
quiet upon you & all tithes & tithes & tithes 

and if F. does you will lose more than 30,000 

impossible that & in going to 

sirsiy & the lady & the viscount & Brancusi 

sent you as in I will have your co 

been not after sent them all have you 

then you will see if the LW is willing to 

savour plucked this. all majesty is a doctor of 

medicine. a good doctor is one who gives 

souls but poor I will never find health 

or for is so unpatient often 

P. who wished to help him 

began to speak thus: 

"When P. is used to the pr 

lust to the pr. I would think I had been for we cannot 

never to have but you say than I might have been 

forced to serve me & pitiful it is the bucking 

of men on 

in the finest assed in love."

I mourn my sad fate 

but do not grieve for myself for I cannot believe that 

damself endowed is so many divinity as let 

nature's first gift, love, for you see 

may not exist & for ingratitude. If you 

suffer in me often than & for if that 

planted in me 

planted in me.
If I were you I will get what you deserve & the empire will be lost. And when you are dead & I come to you Lord I want the will condemn your life & words like these.

The first time I imagined it produced man made in my image & image made from man & I said & I believed & I was in the earth. Fell one Cumana when I told away my brother that said & I ask him & his answer was how can I ask for it. Did you win & did you teach some men to defend the Catholic Faith & Xtianity? What answer will you give me?

"I will not answer," asked P. I. "As my Lady of. How can you be free & find a suitable reply? Instead you will have a forced answer. Oh Lord & compassion & forgiveness, even the King & Queen of Heaven will make you free. Then you will love a brave knight whom the Holy Maj has sent to forgive me from the in-fidel. I loved & I wanted to be his wife & honestly follow his wishes. There was a dense in my service named P-1. He always gave me good advice but I never took. One night he came to my bed & fell silent & kept still. When I came to my senses I fell silent & kept still. But a widow heard my screams & clapped an up row in the palace & so it was a secret & anguish. After all they begged me to stop this love of appetite but I never agree. Then St. Peter said, 'the king to Heaven will reply.' Loved, this evening does not deserve my blessed glory for she broke with commandments.' They will take you to Heaven along the E-W. And I ask, 'will you be with me in Heaven & a joyful life? In the last cycle of Heaven & crowned as an excellent daughter & in the other saint's place that fit e came into later for a while. Is
Air daughter. Then he told his hand. They spoke of the war & the cap's. According. While they were talking, the cap came in. He had heard something. Better than to let a dog run away. She smiled when she saw him. Then she went to the other 2 & the 3 of them spoke of many things, but especially of how much patience had brought their son to his father's world. So young and the end turned into tears.

Many elders returned. From the council came in. They congratulated the emperor. Then "Told him the news of the war. His son's weight. His benison be with them. He told the ambassador & others who had brought the news. I am in no way surprised for I always knew he had promised him to die. & it was an honor that whoever receives love must be given it. When he is asked for all time, his name dies."

When he heard that his son had died, he said, "Fighting the infidels, City, New Year's Day & the 3 always told a feast & were his enemy. He removed his crown & asked how it had happened. When he heard, he said, "Liberals like a worthy knight, but his concern for the people's pleasure in securing his son's brave deeds was still than his sadness & bitterness at his death. And they all said many things of this kind.

The 3 drew some of his counselors aside 

& left him to the empress. When she saw so silent, she thought she might be embarrassed, 

& so she began to speak then."

"Can we feel the emperor's fate for this love, 

"Though my little learning keeps me from it, 

	telling it as eloquently as I could think of, understanding will confirm what my tongue cannot express. Perhaps our sons or not the end, for the arrows of my age, even we doubt their meaning, therefore at thy
worry about whether you might hurt yourself
As far as I am concerned, I desire to go... that whether he nor my confessor knows anything about it. Tell me my lady, who will suspect it at this late date? My soul has no need to say more upon any, for love holds it captive.

[Note: The handwriting is difficult to read and interpret due to the writing style and corrections made by the author. The passage contains a mix of English and possibly other languages, with annotations and corrections throughout.]
...husband, I, children & place. You your in his handy. Her love not if she is beautiful or ugly. Or if she has some defect. And I think of saying this because there is something wrong in the way we treat to show how a woman wants to be treated without the woman in her power. And that I wish to tell you again how much you please me. You bravely declared your self & love persevered & I am delighted so what you said yr words. And you can be sure that whoever you want to meet, been I would not have repeated them to the e or anyone on earth. My want & want also please me. For such requests should be made in shame & love. For love is easily for communicated is easily lost. The care so much more than that he organized his courage & began to speak thus not in a force whisper.

CLW: How he asked for the emp's love...
Another person's words you dire thought if I wished to be unfaithful to let him certain I arrange it. You desire to be made if youthful & sweet disposition made you forget I felt for her. I have not seen you any more & I love but I prefer that another that to myself for love of a预见性.

The emp ed say no more, for the e need the next boss to this wife it took her hand & they went to supper.

That night if he had no chance to speak is the pr that might but he spoke in Pit his said;

What are these secrets you whisper to the emp? It is not some important secret since you speak her so often.

She's only asking me about your carp f whom I be able to really, said the. She desired, we were in the others, for cotton some every day from the camp & the song for I more than the...
several for their Messiah.

The next morning I left without any answers. When I saw him he said: 

"I have been going to see you." "My lord," said he, "the e & the q were made to see, 8 8. Part of this way I talk about your grace. They're all planning to visit you. Let me know when we can write." 

"I said," the news comforts me. "He sent for the doctors & begged them to let him back to the city because he felt much better. And he promised me that he would recover more quickly. I was in a don't there than in a whis.

And do you know why? It was born & raised in the sea & the wind to sea. It is one often been hurt & surrounded by other liquids & as soon as the first & treatments were finished it had them take me to the seashore where I knew I would recover more quickly. 

All the doctors praised this and I was very happy. Having two of them went to tell the e, who came to see T on horseback. They placed him on a stretcher & he was carried to the city in 4 days later he was in court.

When he had settled with his money the camp & all the ladies went to see him. They all refused to see him so much better & all the ladies from the palace & the city often visited him. The camp had been a summer upon their favorite. This time left the prison side when they were in T's chamber. But they didn't stop them from speaking of love. If I went back & forth every day to say goodbye & swap to bring the battle to its conclusion.

let us leave now return to the camp. When the truce was agreed upon we agreed for the twins knew I was ill. They agreed that it was a mistake & that I was not a prince...
Tuth. All the friendly were frosted & more than 3000 truly died that day. The Turks were anxious to do battle with the Allies but there were so many defenders that the Allies decided to wait. Everyone prayed for T’s health as if he and his crew were all that was left.

And there were them every day I told them how I was doing. He told they all got out of bed every day to exercise in the sun. They were much improved to him. I especially liked M. I loved T dearly. I left her bed every day & could not bear to see her.

He came back and the ladies came to see him & happily kept him company. And we in out of bed.

CXLX How he got what he wanted from the young women.

My heart was filled with love for you, so much that I cannot bear to leave your side & when I do & I feel the tim in a year purgatory. This is the last I love you for a gift that will
increase my frame & honor. The command they received was to
remain as rigorous as they believed that they
should and not to lenity & yet not to
think of you, lady, if you were not my
beloved. Therefore, my lady, I beg you for this
right, I return my love & promise
you to save you wishing & sleeping for the rest
of my life if it were required & come to
the happiest man on earth.
And he ended his speech.
the cup smiled sweetly & began to speak. They

CLX. The cup replied.

"Yes, with honor. I shall speak to you at least
side by side. My clarity, if I see you
observe my love. If you swear to say nothing
to me or anyone else. I shall leave you
with the wish or desire to return delight, hope,
no fear or danger between us, fear of danger.

if the opposite happens I shall surely be defended
because the truth that you discover
never follow all my instructions. When the night
nightfall will all gods ever see are waiting
for me on the very time outside my chamber.
never doubt that I shall be there if death
does not prevent me. My love for you is.

He tried to raise some objection, but the
cup replied, "I wish that I could love her as
said he did not wish. He said,
"Do as I tell you, don’t worry about the
best."

He replied, "My lady, I shall obey your
command."

And he reassured her about all her own doubts.
When they finished talking, the cup left the
chamber in all the other ladders. When they reached
the palace, the cup said: "let’s go & see the e.
And they told their case in honor for a while.
Then the cup was heard by all the augurs.
A her new love told Guarnierino: "Stay here with the count, and keep up our father's company."

She happily obeyed, and the Empress submitted to her chamber and sent for her chamberlain. She told them to take down the heavy silver comforter, the pillows, and all other utensils. She said, "I am going out tonight. I wish to celebrate. I have not been here for so long a time."

She quickly had the whole room prepared and hung with silken draperies. Then she had the maids of honor assembled and performed.

When they were ready, the Empress retired to her chamber, saying she had a headache. One of her chambermaids named Elisey said before all the maids: "My lady, we must pay attention to the Empress."

"Do as you like," said the Empress. "But don't tell the count he change his mind."

"The doctor quickly placed her pulse. It was very fast."

"I need a lancet," said she, "and a poultice."

"We are going to order the list of a young knight from the background of the barber." The doctors said: "It will be a good idea, to have a glass of malmsey wine and get rid of your headache."

"I am not well," replied the Empress, "and I don't think I'll get much sleep tonight."

"I don't think that will be necessary," said the Empress. "I want my bed all to myself."

"It is a good time, my ailment is not one that can be cured..."
Examination. This woman will show you out for d

to go to bed.

The doctors left when they were at the door the
told her not to come up to her with the

wine, because that way they'd see the stomach

more. And the empress gave them orders.

She ate a little bit of food and wanted them
down, and then she ordered the bed &

sheets well performed. & laid coverlet put in the

pillows, when they made these. She performed this

herself & I had my wish to go to bed & closed

the chamber door.

There was an alcove in the empress chamber where

she usually chased. That alcove had a
door that opened onto the garden. The was, when

the empress got up to let him, in Alcine get

her. She quickly went up to see if the mistress

was all right. When she got into her chamber

she asked: "Why did you get up? Are you

feeling worse?"

"No," said the empress. "I'm feeling fine. But

I forgot to say my bedtime prayers." they

I said: "My lady, do they buy to eat?

He said, "It goes like this.

Next week, the 1st stand you see. When you see

the 1st stand you Lund 3. Put the money

them to alms. And give 1 & the 3. Then, put

them to alms. And give them to them. So they'll

so that. And they were protected from King

Alcine. They were protected from all protection

from illness & infirmity. & all prosperity &

wellbeing. You will certainly get every thing you

ask for. Would let us get all for your

protection.

The servant went up to bed & tied the

gap went into the alcove, when she got about

bed. She had that the empress was

Alcine. She opened the door &

She saw the lying on the bed so she went in.

She was very pleased & thought how well he was safe
quar her honor. Though the night was dark I quickly got up and went towards her the built on the 12th and kissed her hands and tried to kiss her feet. But the lady went to him and kissed him many times on the mouth to show her love. Then she told him to follow her into the chamber. He said: "My lady you must forgive me now it shall never enter the chamber till I have felt some of my coming future glory."

So the lady led in and they began to sing together, and there they brought their love to its conclusion.

Then they entered the alcove and lay. He felt no peace or happiness, so joyous spirit and loving gesture began to speak. Then:

CLXXXI How his happiness expressed his happiness. "If I dared to express the spirits soul in a song, my soul and all its efforts to universal love and beauty, would be able to describe such gentility and

excellence of love I would not tell you, nor how it goes from his to her for certainly I felt never that I have felt smallest part of it. Yet I cannot bear to think of you any longer. And I am not afraid of any more, nor my present condition."

The lady quickly smiled and replied: "

"CLXXXII Though you have troubled me thought it felt I know you are wrong. And let all commend yr.

simplicity, I shall complain neither of yourself nor of myself for I am delighted to have you."

"My lady," said he, "this is no time to tell, and love."

Having said this he quickly embraced & fell off

the gentle old woman's breast. Where anyone who had
"My lady," said the only of arms he it
worth for it were upon a gallant perfect
beauty that we friendly is manifest.

The two stood. These things and
others was all the true and delights that are.

The young woman's face was a loveliness,
the young woman's face is a loveliness.

She said, "Tell me, I beg you.
She said, "Tell me, I beg you.

She said, "Tell me, I beg you.
She said, "Tell me, I beg you.

She said, "Tell me, I beg you.
She said, "Tell me, I beg you.

She said, "Tell me, I beg you.
She said, "Tell me, I beg you.

She said, "Tell me, I beg you.
She said, "Tell me, I beg you.

She said, "Tell me, I beg you.
She said, "Tell me, I beg you.

She said, "Tell me, I beg you.
She said, "Tell me, I beg you.

She said, "Tell me, I beg you.
She said, "Tell me, I beg you.

She said, "Tell me, I beg you.
She said, "Tell me, I beg you.

She said, "Tell me, I beg you.
She said, "Tell me, I beg you.

She said, "Tell me, I beg you.
She said, "Tell me, I beg you.

She said, "Tell me, I beg you.
She said, "Tell me, I beg you.

She said, "Tell me, I beg you.
She said, "Tell me, I beg you.

She said, "Tell me, I beg you.
She said, "Tell me, I beg you.

She said, "Tell me, I beg you.
She said, "Tell me, I beg you.

She said, "Tell me, I beg you.
She said, "Tell me, I beg you.
to enter went the empri

penisision & sleep be

until that the had ovedd the an idegenated

she tried to see who it was but she enpacted beacuse

the land was 2-covered. & than she constipted

that other maiden up enter the chamber to serve

the emp as they usually did. & entered the room

where they were & said: "My lady order you to stay where you are & not make a sound

became she wanted to keep sleeping a little."

A 1/2 hr later the doctors came to see how

the emp was. The maiden went to the door & said

their lady was resting after a hard night.

"We'll stay here till she awakens," said the doc-

tors. for. that was the e's orders.

The maiden didn't know what to do or

whether to wake her mistress. She stood there try-

ing to decide till the e laughed at the door.

The eplaid the to bed & whispered to the bed & whistle-

pried. "Let up, my lady, get up. Fire death is

announced. Your husband is standing at the door.

..."
"Alas, my son," said the Empress, "you can't stay any longer in this world. Get up, the sun's at the door. We live under one roof, and we must forgive each other for saying no more irreverence if we talk it over. It will be the beginning and end of all affairs. The last day of both our lives. I beg you, my dear, to listen to the voice in my heart. I am her handmaid, and I am only able to throw myself on you ..."

"But I shall be happy to throw myself on you, my lord," said the Empress, with her lips pressed against his. She felt in her heart as if she were being comforted, and the sound of his voice gave her strength. She realized that it was not possible for her to go on living without him. She went to the door and said, "My dear, I want you to write down the words that shall hold my heart whole."

"The Empress listened to the sound outside. She told Hi: "Try my son, a little more, until someone will come. "You can see it. It's the story of a wish to live on in honor, and a wish to die.

"Even if they give me the Empire, I shall give you my love. I shall be willing to sacrifice my life and everything I own them. I shall be with you in the sign of faith."
palace will he in an-hour do can see El was
mistaken.

till quickly tried in the alamity. The emp
pet back into bed & closed the doors opened.

Then the doctors went over to the bed & asked
how she felt & the head slept well. The emp re-
plied that start her head & her stomach.

de hadn’t taken asleep at the forest & sleep till the
stars had disappeared from the sky. And finally
I don’t keep my eyes open - long day. I felt as a

keep & now it feels much better. And if I de 

have slept & have never spent so that I had hard

need the greatest night in my life. But my friend

you,

I cannot tell how many days or nights for

El very late have & filled my soul &

of only a cd again field what of

time left in my arm. So thus I felt change

as & gloom in the next. And you can see, my

lords, that if El again regain that glorious repo-

sit it will be happy & quickly cured!

The e said: “I tell my lady in what end you

held in 15 minutes.

The emp replied: “My lord I tell even tell

that ill if world I’ll want El still have

all our lives. And I can try tell you that when

I fell asleep at last of the I didn’t dream in

my nightgown or a short green velvet cloth

like red over it & went onto the roof to

pray to the 3 Mary my beloved finished

reading a verse that says: "Stay when

you are, for here you shall end your ways."

And then, soon appeared to me the

brightness in shining array of the heaven &

my heart & raised then I tried to kiss my feet

but I didn’t allow it. We parted ways

for a long time I felt as happy & comforted

when El much that I can actually test

in heart. Then you took my hand & went

inside got into bed with me & put my right

arm around his mouth & kiss me & be blessed.
If this is true, and the more you carry on such

repeating the worse, the worse you'll be.

"A lay, my Lord," said the cup, "to let me not a little longer; for my health and delight.

My eyes are still burning from so little sleeping.

"This is my way," said the doctor, "and if I let her sleep, they can do her no harm; and if she pleases,

her illness may not increase.

They e left it all the dresses except E.

When the doors were shut, the cup said to

the other cup: "Surely, my Lord, you know

this matter. I order you to serve his

majesty more than myself. Go and wait in that alcove till

I have slept for a while. I shall then

return with an answer and an answer to

his Majesty’s orders. Otherwise I will

pick up a needle for him, for ever since I saw him.
The emp felt sense of. She left him the
glow & returned to her land. Then she finished the
doors opened. Her daughter & all the ladies & dam-
sets & the e s the goads quickly came & she

described her pleasant dream again.

Kings was brought with them. The left & the
emp ate their food and feasted. The emp
damse to the ground. He well & brought
him a pair of pleasing & many delicious soups

but he was offended. And when he went on
her lady's behalf. She tried to

joke & made friends with him but she wouldn't sell

him except about her three.

The emp didn't leave. And till after lunch

the next day. When she was done she went to

the chapel to hear Mass. There was a great argu-

ment among the priests about whether it could be

celebrated at such an hour.

Hi spent an entire delightful night in that house.

When his lady the next day had begun to get irri-
ted she said goodbye & they left to some place.
when she turned after she had rested. Then she opened the box where she kept her scores and took out a gold encrusted made of half-moons with pearls on the sides and a diamond in the middle. She had a little silver chain to an enamelled gold pincushion. This the pincushion was open to half full & inside you could see big paper with machine written. Such a delicate pincushion had never been seen. The general said, 'I think we had better take them.' The pincushion was studded with diamonds, rubies, emeralds & sapphires respectively more than 100,000 dollars. The emperor said, 'I am surprised & we have never heard of it. I heard that they had been stolen.' The emperor said, 'I am surprised. I don't know which one. I'm near the flower of my age. When you see it remember the woman who loves you more than her own life.'

He kissed her and said, 'My lady, does your Majesty really wish to part so such a valuable touchstone?'

If it were mine, I would give it to you, he replied. "Never refuse a gift from a person you love for in common knowledge that when two people are in love, the highest and most illustrious gift is the other who shall not refuse it."

"Then what is your command? What do you want me to do?"

"I beg your leave to go away for a few hours. I may come tomorrow & you will see. Go now. I can't be able to stay anymore & let this fear of mine pass."

It became to kindly & we kissed & humble gesture begun to spread. Thus:

"CXLIII. This comparison is the highest."

"I know it is. I would have thought of you & my own heart as a great gift, & you more than life itself. Not a feel abandoned."
The servant returned. Said he, 'My lord, you'll find me lying on the ground, the eating, the praying - -'

'Is it?' the knight asked. 'I see it. I see that he's doing now.' When the servant came back to the lord, he told his lord, 'He's eating the fruit, lying on the ground, the eating, the praying.' The knight said, 'Go and see if they're ripe or not.'

The next time the servant came back, he said, 'My lord, he's eating the fruit and he's laying on the ground, the eating, the praying.' The knight said, 'Go and see if they're ripe or not.'

The next time, the servant came back, he said, 'My lord, he's eating the fruit and laying on the ground, the eating, the praying.'

The next time, the servant came back, he said, 'My lord, he's eating the fruit and laying on the ground, the eating, the praying.'

As the man approached, he saw a vineyard and many grapes. He left the path and plunged into the vineyard. The knight saw him coming. As the man approached, he saw a vineyard and many grapes.

The knight was eating the fruit and laying on the ground, the eating, the praying. The next time, the servant came back, he said, 'My lord, he's eating the fruit and laying on the ground, the eating, the praying.'
from his lady's side. I went over to El's kissed her on her infinitely by leading him out of heaven. And thus they all made peace, even made one at once. I then the way in which to arrive the emp. & El was there. When the lady's mouth was opened, she crying, "Why is it, my lady, that thou art always so trodden upon?" The lady, in sooth, she did not need any one's help. I am only a poor mistreated woman, and if I had a lover, he would keep me still even if I had to pain my clothes, do so. For it was not a woman who were so weak & powerful, I do not even make a remark, it she do what they can."

"The emp. said, "Since you advanced, I shall follow your advice. I pretend not to know or to care."

Then she turned to the emp. & begged her to let El stay as long as she liked. "To make her happy she emp. granted her request. Hi ver
Since he was a little boy...

He lived in the city of... and

love you more than... I

And the empress... the above for Zeus.

On one day before his departure... was lying in

his head in the empress's lap. The empress's eyes were a little closed, and the empress could not find any

A mule's in full was given to the empress, which

instanced, complaining of giving the

lance.

Women up to will learn... alone.

The mother of the son... kept bitter tears.

But the empress, in a short while, told them to

and follow her into the alcove, where she fell

till she was the jewel chest & opened it. The

and quickly placed her hand on top to keep it

demanded, till she said what she wanted, & the

quickly began to speak them.

CCLXII

How the empress promised his life
the grapes.

That night when we were all together in the palace we all supposed to leave the palace. Instead of going to his house, he went to see a man named Tete Bartholomew Espinardi. Then he sent her green crocodile 1 had
stocking the damsel had begged him to wear.

When the had some of the secret he wanted to see his treasures - but he was unable to come to count. The messenger made up a clever story that I told all the others. When he learned that his clothes were ready he left Tete and rode back to the city. It happened that we put on the crocodile shoes and stockings embroidered with grapes & grapes leaves. The empress & the prince were 36 Wldings! When this entered the courtyard we saw all the ladies at the window. She spurred her horse & turned a few times. Then he dismounted & went upstairs, where he learned to the emperor & the ladies & his master Tete who asked the emperor if he could reply that he felt much better & had gone to Mass this last 2 days.

The emperor said affectionately, "My son, I see you to tell me if you were so foolish that you were not able to come to count the treasures. I am the one who does not want to come to count the treasures."

Then the emperor's troops were brought down her figure. And all the others went over to comfort her. That from then on she came in a many beautiful dresses. When she saw the state she was in the sky, & all me, my lady: is this how you structured me? Why don't you entertain me in some other sport than tears?"

"My lord, " replied the emperor, "My household say that I have been out in the woods."

For my own part, since I saw the true redoubt.
When I was young I remember that lovely morning when my mother and the doctors came. Deprived of my sight, I contemplated the house and the street from the arms of the girls. And since I cannot be happy being alone and she tells me to take his place and take her for my son, I will take care of her. She will take care of me, too. Now I am here. I cannot be happy being alone and she tells me to take his place. Take her for my son. I will take care of her. She will take care of me, too. Now I am here.

Everyone thought she was thinking about her dead son but she was really thinking of him. After she had described her dream again, she left out all the ladies and the cup refused to let anyone but the lady hold her arm.

Now let me leave her. Goodbye. The girls to her how she refused to eat lunch and slp. I went to sit a little at the table. His love for the music missed a chance to play. His case in speech and letters. No did I neglect him.

When I was young I went to the palace one day that the doctors told me about. It was a fact. I could not be able to come. They told me to take care of him. She will take care of me, too. Now I am here. I cannot be happy being alone and she tells me to take his place. Take her for my son. I will take care of her. She will take care of me, too. Now I am here.
or your part.

"But," my lady, "said the widow, "if you want me to find out everything you want, then you must return immediately."

The king wanted to inform everyone of his immediate departure to the battle. He would return afterwards. The widow was happy to see him leave, as he was not the most suitable husband for her. She had seen in him the qualities of a great warrior. Her heart had been won by him. She wished for him to be successful in battle. She devoted her thoughts to him.

"Then let's do this," said the princess. "Tell him to come in his heart. And give me good advice, for I shall now be more careful."

She went up to the princess and said, "The king will be back, and he will return to his chamber. We have been speaking of many things, but I do not want you to think of it. So you light up this palace, and all the ladies in it. When you leave, we shall all feel sad."

As for me, I am prepared.
someday. May God give me the joy if I should see you. I don't know if you remember
Ghaibat is your business. It will not tell you that I am a man's son. When I die, my
lady ordered me to come & keep you company until the end. What can I
say? I don't understand how to say what you want me to say. They sat down in the darkness of the day.

"Ah, my lady, thank you for saving my sight. The wood up my garden, dark, luck and that you are a,

sailor saw that all was lost & divided up to the sea to try to save his stuff. This merchant went

on the boat to kill all the water. He got up the sail and they were

and 8 divided in often. We had gone to it & tried to get it alone. So at

As to the fortune that the offer it 2 or 3 times & allotted to the one

in the end we had to leave it despite all."

"Our patient young woman,ometown. That the

may still be that which I have

and spoke. So if you help me..."
this effort, the scene towards shows the casket, all hope was lost. He was dressed in a crisp suit and clutched his bag, exhausted from swimming in the "count. A little while later, the man's clothes渐 ground were found, and the body was recovered. The affected area was set down and the corpse began to decompose. The man was totally naked and dressed in a bedsheet. He had been in despair till he was more than 70 years old, then he returned to the court to see if there were any clothes inside the house it again. He found them, broken and scattered, with a beautiful dress and a few jewels.

Perhaps, my lady, this all seems worthless. It is a little too late to you, but I am like that casket and do not let go of the knife. If your will be preserved. Is the world? And before I answer, do  

understand when you see it, for I wish to help you. For you, I will go to the court to see if there were any clothes inside the house. He found them, broken and scattered, with a beautiful dress and a few jewels.

The whole bottom of the court was covered in debris and broken, pretentious stones, different from the nature of the casket. Perhaps, my lady, this all seems worthless. It is a little too late to you, but I am like that casket and do not let go of the knife. If your will be preserved. Is the world? And before I answer do I understand when you see it, for I wish to help you. For you, I will go to the court to see if there were any clothes inside the house. He found them, broken and scattered, with a beautiful dress and a few jewels.

...
fell going around this palace? But I find it quite festive and full of life, and I think it is quite wonderful. If you want to be beautiful and beloved by time, I think we must be steady and firm, yet intelligent. Can you choose a lady who is intelligent and beautiful? Do you think a lady would be a good idea, to be together with her? I think so.

Tell me how you are doing. I am very happy to think of you and nothing else. I wish you were here with me.

Tell me, my lady. How are you doing? I pray God give you health and joy. I pray God give you all you need.

Are you sure you are in love? The night is not the best time to decide such things.

Tell me, my lady. How are you doing? I pray God give you health and joy. I pray God give you all you need.

Tell me, my lady. How are you doing? I pray God give you health and joy. I pray God give you all you need.
will find an infinite number of higher beings of whom you are more virtuous, of higher rank or dignity than you. Speak to me in all truth, for if I had set my heart on you, as I have on you, I should have desired to give the world and all but you. And then you shall do it for me, for I have a different sort of promise to make a little & a little. I shall follow in order to enjoy your society in secret. And remember, think only of me, for I stand, if your love were only to love another. But I know your love, and I know that you will prize it for your rejection of me, a present of that which said we were. The widow quickly comforted her grief & began to speak thus:

If you will, the widow’s reply to I do not seek to be divine, but human & human beings, it will be good for me to hold my tongue knowing that it is little experience there is in the time. If you had more comp
It is true that there are many kinds of sex. Some are very strong, others are weak. But, the fact is that any woman can be the mother of a child. You know that the king wants a woman to guard his chastity. Everyone is free to be married or be a woman of the court. People are married when they are promised by the king. And if they are not married, let it be done. An outlaw or a freeborn woman can marry anyone. To God is only the first and last damself. Not the absence of legal ignorance or claim to have been cast away by passion, for the wrong done is public knowledge. Between damself and the king, the woman is not free to name the man she chooses. We all know that the king must marry. But our sins are quickly known. The king does not marry you to set herself free, but to marry her to her convenience and her pleasure.

I am married to a palace garden. I do not imagine that she is wealthy. The king's palace is always empty. I have to hold the scepter of justice, but I hope that you will hold the scepter of justice, will punish her as she deserves.
deserves for the evil she has done. Often I tell her, "My daughter, now is the time to resist temptation. Resist all manner of vice and corruption. You will be victorious."

For good reputation is the flower of beauty. And woman in this world should seek to preserve it, especially the good fortune of possessing a husband who wishes to have a wife as kind, wise, and good as you in the world."

"Will you still love me, even for their sake? Such a wise wife as you are, you are wise, think it over, and forget the good pleasures."

I am not sure if it is true. She was very fond of me, and I think it goes up good. Only a miracle can save her."

I was plunged into despair and began to speak thus:

"May God have mercy on my soul."

"Ah, dark Woman, I will have your soul, and the holy fear of thee who receivest good spirits."

"For why, lady, when?"

"For never before can I believe my life."

"Ah, I have never seen it, and I lie at shall spend my days in a prison cell."

"It is hard to live when you are alone."

"At this moment, I thought you though you were a little unkind in the same one, and that if she were another, I should leap from this tower of evil."

Therefore I beg your permission to let me see my beloved."

"I cannot believe she will give her body to a vile scoundrel and have beauty odious to all those who love virtue. Oh your lady! Where are your thoughts now? Come, if you will hear what they say about your lady, do not believe it, nay God forbid me to believe it!"
in which case I'd get all the blame... But I'll
wait here until they are away out of
the c. Then she said: "Oh! That's
promise to positively follow you wherever you go.
I promise to positively follow you wherever you go.
and continue what I began last time. And keep my rep-
putation. Then why didn't he give me some
reputation. Then why didn't he give me some
notes? And give the small notes? And give the small
notes? But give the small notes? But give the small
notes? Are commit such evil deeds? Are you? My only
is that I didn't tell the story. So,
the widow, after the two days, said: "I didn't believe
the widow, after the two days, said: "I didn't believe
the widow, after the two days, said: "I didn't believe
the widow, after the two days, said: "I didn't believe
that I had not told the truth about
that I had not told the truth about
that I had not told the truth about
that I had not told the truth about
that I had not told the truth about
that I had not told the truth about
that I had not told the truth about
that I had not told the truth about
that I had not told the truth about
that I had not told the truth about
that I had not told the truth about

vague & left a went into her bedchamber. She began to think of it & love & the splendid gifts lie waiting for her. She was not in love & feeling her heart she felt sad & bitter. After thinking for a long time she wept & cried & went into the street to take up T. with little compradres. I asked her to come to see it when I return. I was and she said it was the most beautiful hair any woman had been possessed of. A lady shouted outside the room: "Ah, listen to him! Long hair! A new prize to promise not to repent, what I said to the poor woman."

"Lady widow," said T. "I’d just be most grateful. Have no fear, for I swear by blessed St. George in whose name I was brought to repeat nothing."

"He is trapped again," said the widow & said: "Go & tell him to come to meet you to the garden with C. & be loyal to him with-"
Part of his major is black & white.

A mixture of white & black tissue? You can glue the tissue on the cheap. Christ is near & I did like to bring some things to Shanghai on my hands, so everything will look black.

"My lady," replied the painter, "I can easily be done. I'll have a lot of white night rugs. If you pay me well enough, I'll leave all the other works unsatisfied by my presence.

The girl walked into her pursa's quaking 30 gold dollars. And he made a mask that looked just like her face.

When the prince fell asleep, the garden felt a while. She saw a tartan purple orange tree. She brought it on his side. She felt, that under her fait, her lady was sleeping in the garden. And she was standing beside her.

I heard someone say, "I thought for himself! Ah, that wicked widow! She's still trying to trick me into believing her! But no matter what she says or does, I don't believe she'll never..."

will convince me that God do such wrong. I shan't believe her till I see it in my own eyes.

At this point there came to a demantind said, "Pray, go to my daughter and tell her to call the cap & led him to settle quickly for the camp. For young knights often play more attention to demantinds than to others.

The prince replied that she was obeying his order. When the lady talked for a while, she turned around the orange tree & went to she began to walk among again. When she stopped again, I called. She told her she was tired.

The prince took his arm & they strolled through the garden together. God is Only God knows how comforted I felt. When they were out of..."

CCXX. It is the love to the pr...
...almond of spirits. So soon as she could conquer the world, she felt a
et desire to tell him sooner than I thought. And to feel even since she was
a lovely relic of which there was a splendid magnificent
crucifix on which the chaos changed's son had
placed his shoulders. He placed it in the por's hands
and I said: "My lady, you may believe me to
swear the same oath I'd heard you promise to
be loyal & true & never leave you for another."
in the following manner:

CC LXXI

In this case I beg to present you with one of the rarest stones in existence, one which was discovered in the mountains of

CC LXXIV

It is reply to the person


threatens me in form & I wish to protect
what once was never recovered. I have almost
beaten me of my senses. I felt a
the will you wish to bear? I have often
wished that the e. would become of it to come off
for it. This man has no shame. Therefore I
did not keep away from your house. I looked at my
ownorentry. I kept to my right. I made my
arrangement will
be acceptable to me
"If. They were not to escape but hidden
by the land. many times they were caught
by the seven men. then they were taken & th
and saved."
When they returned to her father the people
saw that she was very pensive & said: "My lord. what
are you thinking so deeply about?" said
the e. replied. "My daughter. I want to
know tomorrow in the town & the many battles
in their men on land & sea. I want to know that
flags
To arms placed around the main altar at
the Aquiana Synod as I head reconquered
castles towards a crusade in the Old Empire, for the
was seen our splendor & few shown they have
herself in the love of the public good of the city.

All this was written in preliminary to

as an example to prevent a future knight. Their
the e sent for him while council & told them his
question. They all praised him & said it was
well done. And they also agreed made a count
they found that in figure he had conquered
77 towns, cities & castles.

After, when the council & the student was returned
to his lodging, he refused to attend but he knew
himself pleased. And perhaps was there an
always difference of opinion in councils of at least
2, he didn't wish to hear the e contracted when
the council was over the e went for the

craftsmen were craftsmen who had to be wanted
to do the work & the next morning the

flags were all in order. He called for the & said: "I came to
the last hall for a visit to speak with

T carried out his mission of the quietly went.

I embraced him & took his hand & they sat
down by one of the windows & I began to

such as:

CLXXXVI. T's pleas to P-S

"I commend my hopes & the generous thanks
to our intellligent & kind. I am not going to out of
what advised."

I mean through Allah's will &

I dream it. I hope to & wish to

to be able to live in peace, a little like that

of the 1st. St. John the Baptist. For all the days of

great days, the days of saints & Saunders & Jews all celebrate &

I keep say the repriasing the weight& loving some of this glory. I am just like the holy, but I
love one who is innocent & above all others,
love adored & contemplate of grace to
her the she this prayer: "O mediety, goddess
The joy, she began to speak there was.

(CLXXVIII) P.'s reply to T.

"Worship are the men, this of our intention,

which otherwise and content, sealed within our hearts & he bringing only the Good & can it be light in some part & is this the second of the person, Roman and interested.

My mother was born in that city Rome & my ancestors have noble Roman citizens, who bough in common galleries. At first a woman was a person & very virtuous, outside by Anglo is the Greek Empire, but I shall not speak of my Roman 

& there is need but as a leader of fine ladies I say. Lord of the world.

don't you know that my heart, my will & all my wishes, are all in common, that I shall do every possibility, will enable you in love, you are a great lover. I love you because, I love you for a great lover. Many women surpass me in wisdom & beauty but
in steadfast love. But I shall detain you no
longer. As a knight, I went to enter battle and
not to weep. When the e is at supper
I shall come to ye looking. Tell me if you
know what you desire.

I was everjugal kiss her face. Then
she went. I returned to the garden. When she
found the prince the e was talking about the flags.
she told the craftsmen to make them. She
said, "I want to be the e went upstairs. I & the
prince stayed behind. The time I had come. The
prince told her everything she had said. M. D. P. T. I
was delighted to see her return so happy.

When suppertime came I hurried to the par-
lace. I found both on the staircase. She came down
to speak with me. I told her when to come what
to do. Then they separated.

When everyone bade each other goodnight & went
asleep. The prince got out of bed. Only P. T. & another
Prince, Prince of Montblanc.
another man that which they do also. They were all committed to death excepted one. He lived a while before it ended. I was getting worried. I went up to them. I said: 'I declare you good & loving.' Then I said: 'I leave them till I see you both in peace.' And I bade them farewell. They rode & the por to-[illegible]-ahem. A place it on 10 boards. Then she knelt before him & I began to speak thus:

CXXvii. The pri prays to God for [illegible]

Oh Lord Jesus, all powerful & compassionate. You who take pity on mankind & descended to earth & tained human form in the Virgin Mary's womb & died on the true cross for our sins & were re-exalted on the 3rd day, true God & true man! May your holy majesty, to give T his crown & the G-C after his father's death, for
pan & said: "I held some honor dearer than this one. My heart's ambition has never lain in my perfection, & if it can twist your promises & humble supplcations, remedy you let me be left in peace, so mean of such matters, but quickly consummate our marriage."

The por. quickly replied thus:

"CCLXXIX. The por.'s reply to T.

"You do not uphold. What is commonly called the honor of the craft. By your levity & spirit spend all your time in clusters or upon vacant defects. And when you are in the wrong, censure showing for whom you have wrongs yet more inflation. Therefore I bid you not to presume or honor. And to get to the pt. You have embraced the scale of love, of honor & friendship. But living prosperity in this world & in the next, let me tell you to keep your presence and station. And from the many, may ye sensitive heart remember that if you do so my shame will be evident to all. What will my past be to the whole of the Church, however a saint?

What will they say about me? That I am such a traitor, such a banner to give you ensign, jewel & clothing. And when they read you away, whether shall it be turn? If someone offend me? My brothers or husband? And what because pregnant what shall I do then?"

"Ed. to you and your lords. I have gone too far to turn back. Self I yield to you now. I cannot hold from God. As any wife is, must do all ye command. But remember that all that is hastens is not gold. And think of all the leny, leny, that might be all mo. For ye let us let the child of God is now of age will be worked up in a corner. Then it shall need to you, and will be last heard."

And all the men say: 'tis true. They will in me. fal to him & the populace & my voice will not reach you on the farthest other where. If you are my master & will be after my whole life, I received from God. But my body & woman's yours. And if you do anything amiss I will you will be as God, to [illegible] & destruction.
When I imagine crime, I always imagine everyone will look at me with disapproval and contempt.

I had to eat at his last request or worse. He laughed and began to speak to me.

CLXXXIV's reply to the prior.

My Lady, the time to see you at night has not yet come. If you do not want to go out or be in bed, I will make you visit the holy Mother Church's command. Any man who loves a lady and does not commit a moral sin still seems to me, my lady, that if you love her, you need love her soul. And if you do not commit a sin, God shows them as mercy.

As he spoke, I began to understand his tale. He was kissing her many times, saying:

"He is blind. My God wants being in bed is you seem like a good dear to love what God wants, so . . ."
less artillery, she was trying to enter the castle. When
she saw that she could defend herself by fire
of arms, she thought that perhaps this womanly wea-
pons would save the day. At first streaming down
her face, she began to speak thus:

[XX] The princess, kneeling in
its arms

"W. trembling hand and dull dry my sad eyes
before speaking to you, Alley has many pictures
with you have rejected. I have a child of glass
in my heart, a fear of shame. Don't touch me, you
will destroy all love. I turn my spirit if you
have but my face. I will not be turned.

My love will disappear, so I quail. If you
will be an astronomer, as bright, much be fall from
his heavenly seat. I don't hate you to fall into
such a terror. Nor do I wish to think you
prefer your plume to my lover and glory. Yet do still
always deny you, so you can do it what you like.

We hurried away from the place at seeing quiver me to

see you little face. My God forbid so little love
to dwell in a French soul of Byton biviere.
I was imaging what misfortunes await your girl. To
reason to train us. Hurry at once to your
social. Drive to Ireland, at your thought, in order
is really to both for coins. For how
I was mere all
up;

I do not seek to make my hatred you
for it is a great virtue to resist selfish inclinations.
The prince than lament others while love
eyes most turbulent tears.

When I saw his lady's tears & knew rise &
without pictures why accompanied by so much love he
decided to yield to lies that exist do love it.
Even so the 12 lovers slept last little that nicht
for they played & made merry at the head
of the belfry sometimes at the sky they viewed
each other often & both with happiness. When it
was almost dawn & the people in the palace began

to awaken. 'The prince said.'
"If this day... does not come so soon.

Arose I, and of the Coy Em for to morrow or wherever you like you can return to the same place." I arose and said: "I shall do as you command, but I fear that my heart is not in it.

And to avoid being seen by left from feeling very downcast. He covered his face. The woman longed to see him. She wished to see him. When he had gone I felt so afflicted that she was at the end of her force. The present for her & D.M. They arrived. She felt that she had done it.

"My good cause you both! You've had the pleasure & the delight of the grim but that grieves me not..."

She went up to the pu & she received him in such a way. She showed her pleasure through few words. I was not to answer I could not. The Empress were near."
A solemn Mass began. The priest, standing at the western priest's chair, had on a white chasuble. The altar boys sang the holy prayers or antiphons. More people came in. By the time Mass was over, all the flags were in place and the bishop was standing in his usual place. The Mass was not only a great joy for the congregation, but also a good view of the sanctuary. It was a time when I did not pray for my own sins, but rather for the sins of others. The Mass was kept alive by the people. It was a moment of the Mass that people began talking about it.

When the Mass was over, almost everyone went to the square for the conclusion. A square was full of tables loaded with food for the Mass. The people lent the vendors and the vendors lent the food. The people acted wisely. It was a time of honor and respect. Yet, when I heard that the bishop had come to the Mass, I became worried. I asked myself, "What are they talking about?"
"My lord," said the pr, "I was asking Tilly there will see Traquair and thought in store a similar feast, as he said, that he expected to lead him to the Trouble."

"This is the best news I did hear," said he.

"And do you feel well enough to set off?"

"Sir, by St. Mary!" said Tilly. "When the feast are over we shall set out with the doctors."

And so they went on talking about various things till P-I appeared in the distance and signalled to T.

When T saw the e engaged in conversation with others he made his way to P-I and asked how what she wanted. She replied as the following was:

XXXI How P-I answered. Trends. "By night, my lord, you shall have lost the price of an hour's counsel. By far less, an hour's counsel with so many times the negligence of a clumsy executioner under the menace of two brothers of your name will deserve no. powers more..."
Station. When they were done they all went to the central market, which they found splendidly hung with rich silks, tapestries, and gold. Then there was a feast with wild oxen; it was a most delightful entertainment. Then they spent the entire day making merry and feasting.

When night came there was a splendid supper as announced; as the drummers and trumpets sounded, the guests were entertained. In the end, I went about to return to battle. The feasting lasted almost till the night; for the and refused to leave till it was almost dawn. The time didn't mind being there because she had a talk to tell to T. I didn't dare to speak to her much for fear of the who was nearby, but he did whisper, "Certainly my lady last night was most pleasant & honorable for the than that."

To quickly replied: "Ye will please my lord, but not ye needs."
Then when the same day had come, I awoke and would everyone to accompany me to the cap while to the lady's joy I thanked him for the honor & allowed to write with the black lead to the palace, but his valiant lordship refused.

When I reached his chamber, I thought he would find a letter from the Emperor, but instead of a letter, he entered the room and found the load of gold. He was amazed at the purrs it is true. He priced his goods will far more than the present. He sent for his lordship and asked him to store them in a safe place.

When it was time for mass the good people assembled to continue the celebration. I could not find a place to stand, but was able to be seated until after lunch. And if there had been a fire, even making the 27th day there was not enough time in which I could have taken too long to isolate.

After lunch they told the lady that we had slept little the previous night & slid to rest. Everyone agreed to return to the palace, so it was done. And as the ladies were going to the place, setting out for the palace I whispered in the purr's ear, "My spirit & mouth are in tune with all the love & honor. We desire no harm does for me every day. We can do ever though you enough."

She didn't dare to speak, and the old man replied, "You are my lord, and my freedom is in your power. You can give me want or peace. And if I don't help my master who shall it help?"

And if our little compared to what I plan to do, it is you want more, the treasure others are so open to you as they are shut to all others."

And as I was thereby, we reached the doors to the e's chambers & the entered to all the other ladies. Only the 8th was received. We remained behind & I at the head of the staircase. She had marshaled all her feminine wiles to commit such a crime as had never been thought of. When she...
She smiled at him sweetly so as to gain his love. I began to speak.

CXXXII. The wicked widow lie to 1. I am not surprised that you seek to conquer. For you have certainly captured me. Fortune, that ever has power, has wrapped my heart in your love and leadership. But I will not be swayed by your promises, for I see how unhappy you are with your ways. You are trapped in the puzzle. Prepare yourself. You will be the one who helps you. God will see that you are set free.

I will pray for you, that you may be saved from the torments of sin. Therefore, you may say that my body is clean and pure, and that I have seen the Apocalypse. If you wish to be happy, I pray for you in the future. For God was pleased with you continually for many years, but only a man who sees God is the people who will meet the world. Therefore, Lord Ty, if you come to a secret place in 2 hours, then you will see everything I told you.

I said he was willing. Whenever she visited him,

The widow quickly left. She had already arranged to visit an old lady's house at the end of the garden. She had not offended the lady and had merely given her a small suit of clothes.

She put the old lady to sleep little by little, and took all her clothes to sleep better.

When the invalid widow saw the time was right, she secretly went to Ty and made him serve her at table. She disguised herself. Then, the 2 of them went together to the old woman's room. It had a small window that looked out on the garden, from which the whole path could be seen. But the window was so high that a ladder was necessary to look out of it. The widow had 2 big mirrors. She placed one directly opposite the window and the other facing.
To or to explain it better, if a cup's face is wounded, how can we help? The wound will be reflected in the 2nd mirror & then in the 2nd as well.

When the widow had done all this, she

Then she flung open the windows to keep them sleeping. While the air was pleasant.

And the words the widow said, "The doctors advise you to go down to the garden & give them all that.
began fondling her nipples & (...)

He would never close his eyes while she slept. Then he would touch her breast & tell her she was lovely. The widow's hands & spot on the ground to show her distress.

Think of poor unfortunate T. How the day before had been so proud & happy to have been such a life-giving wife & (...) forced to fulfill his own grief & contain something that was (...) but when the husband was gone nothing of that kind. Then he had to climb up to the window & see them it all. The widow had taken away the blanket, so the only choice was to take a bunch of twigs by the head & stick it in the roof. Then he cut a rope, the curtain fell, & (...) crept along the roof, being shouted himself up. He saw the blind gardener lead the pr into...
& yet come me in love above all others? For after quenching a marriage flame above my station,

deity.

God have mercy on all the more by all means! A

man of the lowest estate and of lowest state.

enemy of our holy Catholic Faith to deliver me.

Oh lady princely, how can you falsely think that

after birth, me to say up here can I give you

they can then abate Lord vs father 8 yr order.

friend who is the next that I should not d

have I just said? my lady damsel capable of

such and such a shameful crimes. On another, you

you must despite despise to me to exact me so in

in some & bring me so in others you add new

for my sorrows. If throughaffles & indifference

my least pleats & tears my sorrow, lamentations

lest I do something I am content of affairs.

Ah love is me! I shall shed my mournful tears,

but my grief is too heartfelt. Chillingly

little servant, it can require by my lady's

made abominable to myself."

At this, it the evil came in. She said, "I'm so

stopped outside the door & said: "Now my feet are walking on the

right track."

When she went inside, she saw her

suffering so the pillow was between tears

she continued his lament. She sat down next
to him to the advocate. To be prepared to do

off the advocate she said, to do whatever he commanded. Then she began to

continue, continuing she began to comfort him in

the following manner:

CC LXXI. How the evil comforted T

"Moved by that extraordinary love of illustrious

person to which nature inclines me, & seeing

behold ye God's honor & fame & esteem
cannot do not know how to console myself for seeing you

also have done such outstanding feats in

chivalry, as to win the love & respect of it.
neither respected nor loved by any, nor for whom you
would die. She preferred to be killed. I do not
know if her suppression for her own the-
level of her admirable life will be long
& neither she nor they can make her desist.
Kather the result of her desires will turn me
What shall I decide for a grand of them.
they treat - & she shared them to - d
nursed that lady &
"I thee left them -- out for a long time pre-
tending that her grief had not made her forget they
were loving. & Meanwhile she continued "O Lord
I take whatever comfort my compassion can give
you in your pain. Of God! Alas! Is that my
fright? Did she show in what manner, what
fears, & what anguish of spirit such thoughts passed
through my mind every day. But the
purpose & love & grief changed my is
fitting & my face was with my face clean
mendedally. My sad thoughts in silenced
my grief & I became delicious.

Viscly. At night I found myself alone
in my room, surrounded by sorrow &
drinking my tearful eyes with curiosity to increase
my suffering."
I quickly replied thus:

CCXXV IV is reply to the FW
"The watched are not so much comforted when some-
one shares their tribulations. But my past
& future sufferings are inequivalent.
I have no reason. Nor can or love be divided by
compared. I mine for you descends diminished
while mine ascends & increases as it will increase
fill it. Alas! "My love, 8t only them
will it stop, as long as fortune permits."
I have been warm to them in all loath
for that day I was & con comes. This last one
& the next I will be the most confused &
down the moment longer in the morning work,
for my eyes have been & Black Moor affected
canily. What I couldn't win will now my plea
though oft

& travel, & the dreams I have. I en-

desired my life for long. &...A man as I

&& she will not live in the world for

ey nor fear. & would not have it. & al
drowned.

& the same from the bed to go but the win-
towers said: "My Lord, I'm a moment for those
are many people outside. As you hold your life long,
let no one say you. A shall not the
keep watch. & tell me when it's safe to come."

I returned to the bed. Women,

by him behind all the while. The widow entered
old lady's bedroom & put on a perfumed
robe as self-sufficient part of it. And without
feastin' or buttoning her clothes she went back
to & shamlessly addressed him thus:

"XXXVII. The Ew's Declaration of love

to I"
She has deceived her mother, how much more her lover! Certainly the lady of honor will never say the evil served any man immunity of a royal crown. And what will custom be? Worthy knights, when they hear that my enemy’s daughter has done? What will they think of my lordship if you marry her? You will become the laughing stock. What will they say, you have been unchaste? Lord, I love thee one who loves & forget their who wish you ill. And thought is so take me as your servant, for I love you more than life. And if you are truly, look care nothing for mores & lineage but only for honor, loyalty, beauty, & care. My lady said I’ll send enough not to torment my soul, but her heart it wishes to love thy body! And I understand nothing of what you say. You may not refuse me. And I think that deed no more forget his majesty than bear my fainting.

The widow said: "Even if you refuse to love me, at least let me stay for a while, valved by yr side." And she pulled my shirt which she left unfastened. When I saw her, her knees lay kept to the floor opened the door & returned to my lodgings feeling not boil as bad the widow.

When I reached his chamber his suffering was so great that she didn’t know what to do. Tears streamed down his face as he paced up & down to a fire. And thus, pacing & thinking down & getting up, his agony blanched 3 times. Then he stumbled out of his chamber in a fury. He disguised himself & went to the garden gate! There he saw the black gardevoir & then I got behind the wall, putting on some red breeches & when I saw him he turned around & saw no one. Then he seized the hair & dragged him into her bed & silent & luridly. Then if I returned to his lodging, he saw them all at the front in the square.
I began to say: "Oh just a true God who corrects our errors, I demand from you, not justice, but patience, from your merciful lady. Tell me, Peter, if I did my appearance please you less than that of the queen?" No, you loved me as I loved you still. You would not have me and no man will love you more. If you loved me as I loved you, as truly as it does me, nothing will seem too dear but you never loved me.

Let us now leave Tiberias and return to Tiberius, who was preparing to set out for the east with a large army. A messenger arrived in the morning of a day he was to leave the tenth day in the camp. The queen of Alexandria and the queen of Persia were written. The king of the camp often sat beneath the trees. But the king of the camp was just a man who was a king. He was an Assyrian who was a king. He was a king.

The next morning the Turks sent scouts and told the two captains about the Turks. The Turks went out and everyone decided to mount their horses. When they got there they

The Turks attacked the river and the city was in flames. The Turks lost many of their horses and part of their soldiers died. But they still had enough soldiers to fight. The Turks set out to meet them. When they got there they...
The book of 0’s and 1’s began to diminish. The situation was tense for quite a while and many men died on both sides. Finally, when it was almost midnight, the Turks felt they had pushed them back. The Xthans hurried to pass a b-league defense. The pass was successful. It was to different defensive tactics to get through the end. Once the Turks had broken through, they had a huge advantage. They could not stop as they were on the other side.

The Xthans took action in the middle, but the defense was successful. The Turks tried to break through from the left. They were stopped from the left.

Thoughts: They thought that if they could break through, they would be a great advantage. They moved by jealousy of the d of T. They began to malicious speculations.
So you'd be better advised
to lead your men against the
corsoins instead of speaking
to them. If they are
allowed to go on
in this way, you will
be killed. It is not
true that Apelles
have been victorious:
Aegina's men are
crossing your
headquarters. They
understand honor. Do not
seek to persuade them
of your honor, when you
carried a false
& perpetual
lied.

And he led the way so that others had to follow him. When they reached the land, they
place the Tiber. They grieved on the Tiber.
and defended themselves,

There was a battle, a
great battle in front of
so the Tiber. They fought

their longer since they had no other arms. And

A gift, slaughtered many
were taken prisoner. And
I can tell you that all those who dismount told.

were killed or imprisoned & only one knight 

escaped alive.

The truly then returned to Bellenger & put their republic in order. 

They then received the news in the ball & he was expecting the ladies to go to the fest so 

where the ball was being held. How sad & sorrowful they felt for so many ladies 

lost their fathers, husbands, sons & brothers on that day! The emperor said to everyone: “Oh 

great widows & tears of hair & grief, 

your tears & grief in mourning for the flowers of 

Your France & its prowess, 

I have lost forever. Oh France, 

I see you deserted, widowed & abandoned? Now 

you will have a new master.

she had happiness waiting for 

her in the palace that was 

establishing to go & see spread through the city parading 

as it went. Then the e sent for T to show him 

the letter & tell him the cruel news.

When the chamberlain reached T's door, Lee beard, 

her being crying there: “Oh, love is me! A 

cruel fortune! Why have you left me so & brought 

me such pain?” Tell that you had killed me before, 

setting me such a sad crime. All there to come 

will despreve their tears better & hear such 

widows: that her excellency & her self. 

to a Black Moor: an enemy of our faith & hell, that 

Dr. Mary had helped me & saved. 

I saw the other loved men just wished 

to serve cannot such an act for it I had died 

or for my sight my eye & love. Oh 

cruel widow, every of my happiness & that I 

had never come you, for you shall cause my 

death & destruction.

The chamberlain quickly T's igniting closely, 

but be not ashamed, for the very 

since the door was closed. And his master's 

order he said: “Oh Lord cap! Be not disappointed, 

for it ill become a knight to complain of. 

Our loved acts. And times will change. 

But be not ashamed, for the very.
our situation

though this time is bad between our efforts

& help we will always after it. Don't you know that the sun rises after the cold &

hunts early morning? How seem to mankind yr own death in more worth than wisdom.

I stopped lamenting & said, "Who are you who seek to bring me quickly to my

death."

The other answered: "I am one of his

chief chamberlains. He has sent me to order &

beg you to go. He is dying quickly,"

I asked the lord to hear me in his eyes

& said, "My friend I do not fret over my

troubles or say a word to anyone. I wish to tell his

lord that I shall soon be there."

When the chamberlains returned he next before

the & said: "My lord now go already knowing

what happened for his eyes at & I heard

him lamenting bitterly.”

For the thought I was anguish was caused by

the head winds.

I put on a heavy black cape & tights.

the same time he took his sword & entered

the garden gates & went up to the place. There

by through everyone greeting & morning & was

speak to them.

He & went into a room where he saw the poor lying on the floor surrounded by

doctor who were trying to revive her. I went up to them & as when he said to the state &

let he can't keep this coming to say: "Why do you let this pitiful lady die? She's not

great & have no hope of life but for she &

her has lost her hope of sovereign bliss. Also,

that his grace & said & shall always

bear for her life. For God that it may

not last mine. We are not & hold my life at

nothing & am almost to say what my memory

recalls."

The doctors misunderstood him & thought he

was speaking because of the bad news. And I

thought everyone was weeping because of the poor’s

death. He turned around & said that the cap had
torn all her veils & the chawl around her waist

& her heart was heavy because she did not see little lies

hearts beating. They shared their joy & sorrows, their

well-lit chambers. Did she slave in

chains. Who will pity us?

On the other side, she saw the e sitting on the

floor, he looked like a statue, as if he wanted to

feel his existence but he felt the

earth filling the letters & mentioned to come

over again. When I turned & said, "Miss, I am worse than I thought"

then he comforted the e saying: "My Lord, you

may not be surprised, for it is that

always happens in war. Sometimes one is victorious & sometimes defeated, killed or imprisoned."

As a knight, I did not expect the events like these

but rather take them calmly, just another day in

God’s help, they will be the sword.

At this, the pre-arranged love speech spread

gar eyes & begged. It is time to come over.

I told the leave of the e. A wait, & when the e

wear

her, she began to sit down & began to

speak in a pitiful voice.

CCCLXXXIX. The pr tells T & her troubles.

Oh my soul! last hope. If my words can

alleviate you & you love me as you say, let

us not let them from this world till all these

dear countrymen, may they have been removed from

prison. But a half hour ago my son sought to

flee & surely he have done so, had it not

found strength in the midst of the good long.

As they were talking, I saw the

had fled from the camp. If the pr can

we more to each other, if the knight went from

them off their feet in another & about the ground.

start the 7 chudes. I then remembered the dead &

missing. There were 93,000 soldiers with as many

an equal sheet, when they started, & when

people,

the grief became even greater than before.

The old man was full of tears & his tongue

Tears flowed from
ed gently speech & in a leisure voice he began
to lament them.

CCXC The e.o lamented

"A grace but not for death which you can
perish. But how much worse if it did come in
my heart..."

May shame be thrashed from it, and they really so travailed those
shame. Oh, unfortunate captives! I feel no
suffering torment me... It did torment me more
I had not removed your master. But you must
will put them wise, set aside my advice. Followed
us and witness, they have performed my most
punished yourself. You have
shattered my reputation & enshambled splendid images. For
Harm will remain in prison & never think to
see my face again for you have gotten in the way

Temper your guilt, for you must answer to these
men who does not pity yourself, there is
moved by your crimes. Shame over

Old sins for these other knights why do not
shame ye guilt most dear double grief & I
weep for ye grieves & my accumulated years.
The came from his sight. He went bitterly
sighed aloud & his laughter clutching the
head & he extended his chamber window from
the room. When the poor saw his anguish, they
soil hanged to leave their afflicted lovely & she
is last coming again. The wish of all the
doctors said: After this lady is dead for
she has fainted 3 times & is found her pulse
and her & she has departed thence already."

When I heard the doctor open there was he
quickly said: "Oh cruel & indifferent
health why do you visit those who sham you?
I flee but those who suffer to others told
I will & the better & I just in time to come to me
before I fell. Yet I wish to keep her
company..."

So P. Denon this solemn that greeted &
The golden leg, breaking it again worse than the first time. Blood poured from his nose & ears & much more from his legs. According to the doctors, it was a miracle he didn't die. They quickly sent for the gentleman who said what tomorrow was. Not surprised, for all his companions were dead or imprisoned. And this is what happened after the gef will perform at deeds to get his friends & relatives out of prison.

The governor left his room & went to the queen. His daughter was dead. He said, "God be with you. I don't know which to do first!"

The lady of the daughter was carried to her bed & I sent to a lovely chamber. Then quickly made the bed & chamber & drunk his horrid & struck it with a bit. He felt nothing. 60 hours passed before he came to, when he regained his senses. We asked who had brought him there & he replied: "What, my lord? For 2 days — you have tortured us & called me a pardoned criminal whom..."
and call the ladies answer if good speaks.
They were astonished when he did not answer
their greetings, but persevered in his grief &
 began to lament thus:

"Tis lament."
as you forgive the thief & Mary Magdalene."

The 3 of the women were there, along with the
confratins & many others, professing
devotions. They had always considered it a good
friar & were astonished at his work. The abbot,
heard his confession & absolved him of all
sins. Then I drew up a little & spoke these
words: "Oh pitying listeners, hear my words!
Turn your thoughts towards me, with grief &
anguish upon the news that he is about to
summon the end of such a
good man in such a
way. Let us comfort each other for our end is
near."

He turned to the priest & said, "Tell them
doing love; in my soul is
for God! Never before did I think of
the suffering of others. All
people will come to know what
taxes you can endure, pain be compared to mine.
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And you lady or who are the worth it. What all sailors must yield for all my life I will have aided you against those who did you wrong but all it can do now is entertain you what it was.

Alas! Who knew felt such grief as mine? Then he turned to all the ladies & said: "Ladies, you who have prevented me from showing you any good will, I beg you to pray for God to get back."

Thus he lay down & started grieving & lamenting again for his death. He said: "My son, believe not this monster."

He felt such grief that he did not answer. And I told him: "Don’t cry, for I have commanded you to my Lord."

If ever you saw my will to serve you, I beg you how to return my grief & anguish for all the ladies cause me for
my abundant tears. They say blessed is he who is happy in this brief world. Do not hear this for your death is the utmost extremity. There is God, Aguià, who wishes to speak to you.

When I heard his voice, he opened his eye and said, "You are about to die. I have come to take you to my last heaven. It is for me to take you to paradise."

And at that moment he raised his hands and offered it to all his friends and servants, and in a great voice, he again began to pray and hiss and curse. "Oh Lord, save Almighty God! Amen!" He then fell to the floor, and I fell on my knees, and I prayed for him. He died praying and saying, "Who will rescue you? My sad fate and misfortunes have passed me by."

And I knew I was about to die, and I said to my children, "If you leave me, I will go." And then they wept and said, "My Lord, save me!"

And you who are here, take my place in the eternal world.
The doctors did all that they tried in vain. But if you are in any way old & weak, you know that I am also old & sick. She went before them & spoke to everybody & addressed them thus:

"My natural love for you, sir, Lord & Prince, brought me before you & in my old age & weakness, I am honored to stand & to save you from your lazy destruction (and from the old age) & the few who hope for that while being left to whose life is in danger. Aristotle declared that the cowardly doctor, sad, neither does anything cowardly & despairs. In this way, he prefers death to disgrace. These facts are well-known among doctors & sages. Look at Hector..."
Of Troy who in such a case asked: What will the Greeks, captain Patrokles say to me? What will Ajax, son of Tenthus, say? Are you to get to my point, as you see me keep on the line of his deathbed? The doctors have prepared him only I wish to help. My only condition, if only you may take my life & punish me as you like. I know it’s well spirit, this courage will save him. As I see & hear many knights, those of them to their chambers then move them to his chamber, shouting & brandishing swords, & shields, with all their voices they tell them to kill them, to kill them, to kill them. I’ll ask what the matter is, have them tell him the Trojans are at the city gates, this courage will see them. My dear friend, he says, if shame will make him get up. They sent for his doctors Wise men & told them the Leuce’s advice. They asked it was excellent. The city was so that I had to fight, they had led his room, the old Leuce stood at the head of him beside his bed & said: 'Arise, lord, cap & dress not fear death.'

for enemies they are at the city gate, they have come to take revenge on you.' When they heard the old lady’s words, they said: 'Are you sure the Trojans are so near? If you let it up, see they be closer than you think. Go to the window & you’ll see what danger awaits you.'

They quickly called for his robe & had his leg care & bandaged. The put on his best armor, then he laid his words & mounted his chariot. So, it was his wish to go that he felt almost all better, that he gave himself of his pain. And when he was near, of the deaths advised him to take some medicine & then eat. The doctors told him to receive him. He did as they followed their suggestions.
When he realized it all he said: "May God be praised for he saved me from death when a dream had told me it was all for me. The priest's son, as promised, had arrived.

Before I was still in bed a knock at my door. I opened it to find a man in a white shirt, a blue coat, and a red tie. He introduced himself as Dr. Garcia, a fracture specialist.

He spoke slowly, quietly, and with great care. "I have been called to your bedside to evaluate your injuries. You have sustained a severe blow to the head, which has caused some internal bleeding. Your condition is critical, and immediate surgery is necessary to save your life."

I was dumbstruck, but my mind was racing. I thought of my family, my work, my dreams. The world around me was blurry, and I felt weak.

Dr. Garcia continued, "I understand your fear and anxiety. But let me tell you, it's not uncommon for patients to experience these feelings during such a crisis. It's important to remember that we are here to help you."

I nodded, trying to take in every word. "I know I'm in good hands," I said, "but it's hard to comprehend what's happening."

Dr. Garcia paused, then added, "I want you to know that you are not alone. We are here to support you in every way possible."

He left the room, and I was left to ponder his words. My mind was a whirlwind of thoughts and emotions, but I knew one thing for sure: I was determined to fight for my life.
...thing about it...

When they had ridden for some time, thee were at the palace gates, thee dismounted, set aside his horse, and turned to the lodging. Thee made a point to disagree.

And then, it was well seen in everything he needed, but I was still in the palace. I rode ahead to the source, thee had seen it earlier. I also wondered why he had come to visit me.

Towards evening, thee of course, goodbye.

Thee was riding to see them. Thee was Daniel Montanez & P. & I'd got to know him. It was an act that to leave any doubt of it.

told thee she had to visit him in the evening. Thee of course, turned to see them. When they of course, I was one of them. They sent them, & then, it was, and I said, "My loyal service, for 2 of the prs gallant arms, have come to visit..."

"Too lucky to the door," said I, "I'll tell them..."

As it was this time, but that pathway I looked over

Thee did not why told & excused him not, for I didn't wish to see them. When thee came, not back to the palace, thee dismounted her father & mother, to go to T's lodgings..."

...papers, a final instruction about what thee still say... & so. When thee wus at the door..."
When Day (date) the same was the e legend
the trumpets calling T's men to the galleys.

I sent LA to the

my message:

[CCX CIII] How I sent LA to inform the e
of his departure.

"Fortunelie minister which... alter the plans
of those who seek to do brave deeds, for they
are ignorant of coming events that may impede
their good purposes."

[CCXI] And then our ship was

\[ \text{[CCX CIII]} \]

N butchered slaying ten thousand men.

[CCXI] What they lodged more than what they heard.

[CCXI] Nothing is so delightful than long use cannot

[CCXI] It puff it. I shut to get to the point

[CCXI] to win's leave your rapt; you be boarded at this

[CCXI] Because of him as he will speak to the

[CCXI] of the Tigris. And then he go by boat to

[CCXI] Castle. His men will meet brendas &

[CCXI] him there. & he has sent me to inform
The knight, in answer to the king’s prompt departure, replied thus: “The king, I am much comforted by this good news, and I take this opportunity to leave for my soul’s salvation. The king, I must wish you all the best of your journey, and to my son. I exempt all my past troubles for my soul, seeing in old age that I wish to leave behind me a son. To him, I am that although his deeds have been good to now, in the future they shall be much better. For his reward will be such a to fill him with the same companions of joy.”

I then kissed the king and bade him farewell. Then we went to the king’s chambers to their great joy. I kiss the king and the pr.

When the king, the pr came to the great hall to leave. They conducted solely and swept over their clothes, but especially the pr, since I didn’t say goodbye. The ladies hurried to the king’s chamber to add if it was true. I, of course, told to all arrangements. The pr & emp persuaded the e to go to the port so they would continue. The e replied, “Let’s go in a boat & then go out to T’s gallery, where we bade him to comfort all the empire to wish. I replied with kind words & happily granted the request & confirmed that the e was to remain.

All the sailors advised the e to comfortably go in a boat. I stood on the approaching wheel, & listened. The e & the pr went with the king. I, having escorted to the three & followed to T. The sea was too rough for word to brand & his father refused to allow to upgrade him to get in the boat. The pr, who saw no other option, asked T to go to the gallery & pick out when I had slipped away not speaking to him. When he had covered his face with his hands & refused to stay at the palace. T, who was a very clever & clever, made them take her to wish & got in a boat with him. The group of others returned to him.

The king’s grief was indescribable when she saw
to board the galley. When she left, there I found my place, but her departure caused me grief. But fortune is ever ready to...
my sorrow? For otherwise only death can ease it. & losing my life I shall love the memory of that mother garden & my grief is greater than Pyrrhus'. I am unworthy. Madam! I am unworthy. Do not reproach me. My misfortune was greater. Jupiter's is,

my son's mother's infamy. Dionysius' tyrannic. I shall not write the many letters a hero similar to mine, through love, through hatred, through forgiveness, through all. ancient sufferings keeps us company. I say & I spit. I who make us suffer. I do not dare to show my grief. They kid that I want till those in sorrows would be comforted. The woman of evil seed, accomplice in my undoing. I see forebodings should trust us one day everything seen against us. then do my anguish continue, despite my hopes for my soul because thinking through it may be hope still binds breath, is but breath is darker than night. So...
The blended delight in accounting their
troubles.

I don't think they trust! But you, dearest, I felt
expect to help from me for I shall be few away;
to survive is my duty in death's case..." I will not
be up in the fear.

I have to tell you that every pain was such that I

must be left with my tears for the very air needed
in lungs to live and die in eternal imagery! Alas,
how cruel were ye promises to me! To be

in which only why life was safe? A threw himself
at ye feet I told you. The cords of charity

not protected ye. The conundrum of death...
I prefer to forget everything I just learned.

I felt silent and spoke no more.

I realized what was wrong.

She went to the black gardener and came back.

He was very shaken but not hurt.

To complete her mission, she began to speak blind before the T.

He said, "I don't believe it till I see it." The damned laughed and said, "My lord, I shall stay here and send him to my chamber. I wonder if he'll find the costume under my bed. He denies it, and I'm not telling the truth." Then he takes me into the sea again.

I was content & he told him to take the help.

The wind was too strong. They tied a rope down to the boat & he took the black gardener's clothes to it. Then
they hurst it up to thegallery. When I saw the
man & the clothes he acknowledged the Ew's of
and learned the true. I never one that is dead
got above land have the fronds before the e
or to kill her in his own hands as the one
Then I begged P1 to favor me his
thoughts about her & the pr & to apologize to her
when she saw her again. P1 gently agreed

island. Their husbands brede & T's galley split &
leaf. The other ship split a little in the sea. Everyone on board was drowned &
one man escaped.

T's galley was driven to Barbary
his sailors but their symptoms didn't where
where they were. They all went &
they had & gave the Sable Regis. Then they
suffered in their & & not forgiving the
lay in bed & were dead they all. While he
completed his as best he can. I saw the

CC: Tune T's prayer in the midst of the
storm

Oh Lord, take hearsay & omnipotent God!
What sad fate has brought me to such hardships &
& misery? Alas, what now? Why do you
not see me as I perish in the cruel sea of battle

The first & survived all. Must I also survived
& square battles in the Tully, now die simile to
...wait defending myself? Why didn't I die first?

To lead beauty, losing my life might end
so I praised both Lord and God
who thus punished me for my sins. Also, I do
not serve for my own cure but for the
disease who hast died for my sins to be left
helpless & in distress! Ah, I am not so sad, I
unthinkingly

didn't know I had the thought. Neither strength nor

can save you. You thought no knight of Christ

you so love you are in the truth.

It was not knowing who you are or why I

lady of the world and that God had

brought you here to witness my end! I then did

apologize for my sins through the use of

The widow's lies. Oh, we, our deceitful widow

and single Divine Enrampence had given us time to

punish your wrong-doing with great fear of God or dis-

grace, for if you still do these things you will even

The Go Empires down- fall! Oh, Lord & Earth! How you will witness my

unparalleled death. Oh, knights of my company, who

will rescue you from prison? Oh, noble pr &

why you were my life's consolation. I may be led
to take you from my enemies & increase your

suffering. I send you another & longer to serve

you.

P-1 cd not keep themselves from running away,

reproaching T for concentrating on my misfortune

CCXCVII. P's reply to T

"You are like theist who seeps empty

by doing nothing. Instead of what you the cause

of yourself & not fortune. I did not teach you to

love or hate & live as a power of your free will.

Do you know what would you? Your own ignorance,

which led you to commit a sin against my master's

Harmony of things such as wealth, & health or

right power of things

is the hand. But the decision to love or hate
to behave well or badly, to seek or shun things

is in every man's power.

T quickly began to speak this:
CCXLV It's reply to P.I.'s url. How T's ship was wrecked on the Bahamian Coast. "If I caused my own ill, it shall not wear my pleasure. But I did not cause it since I became ill. But it grieved me that you should lose your life because of me. May God have mercy on you from death. Black inmate."

BIBLIOTHECA D'UMANITAT

Take it & start giving orders, for the boatswain is dead & everyone is terrified & think he'll die. Make them work, if we can get past the cape we may save ourselves. It's better to choose the lesser evil. & be captured by Moors than to lose our lives."

I raised my head & asked: "Don't what?"

"Where are we?"

The slave replied, "My Lord, said the slave, "Sicily's that way & we're not Tunis."

And knowing our situation I grieve more for you than for myself. Fortune to pull us on this cruel red Bahamian Coast. If we should all stay each other's forgiveness."

I replied: Though he was so sick that it was hard for him to stand, he did everything he could, but he saw that the stones & water were full of water. When the had seen all the stores of me left clothes brought fairly & put them on him, from the trunk a bag of cloths students wrote out a note which he placed inside.
it is evident and clear to one who finds one's
sensibility above that for a man of his
captain of the Greek Empire.

It was past midnight by this time and the
galley was more plentifully stocked with
The sailor's grief increased for they the end was near.

As they drew near the Morris spotted the galley of the Trians. He realized they would have to flee or be captured. He again appealed to the Virgin Mary in these words:

On the voyage I had never been on my ship's
The galley was so close to shore that everyone
jumped in the water and swam for his life. Bitterly I saw the sailor abandon his ship and flee. The galley had water and it was a struggle for oars.
She walked along in the shadows & tried to get away from the fighting for she feared their death. Her eyes were filled with sweat & tears. Occasionally a bolt of lightning lit up their world & she heard the Moors & their women & children as they ran for shelter. She walked along & wished that she could be in a safe place where she didn't have to suffer. She heard someone coming & she hid under the water & stood there till they passed.

After about half a league further she saw some fishermen's boats. She went into a hut & found 2 sheepskins. She tied them together & she lay down & went to sleep for she was exhausted. She had left her things that had her life in it. And after that she was all alone & began to weep & lament. Her eyes were filled with sorrow & her voice was broken. She went on crying and desiring that he might find all those who wished to live in peace & rest. And talking to herself, the afflicted one said: "Oh, pitiful fortune, why do you treat me so cruelly? What more do you do than make me a slave to Moors?"

It had died in the stormy sea & been frozen in frost's deadly bite. From now on she would do anything for what is possessed but not known can be lost but not mourned for. All she wants is to die yet & fear that by every death & suffering in my life I might live till I see my soul have its home to sit & rest. Be it not for my soul's life is death for thee who kept me up & dear. Also bless me! The sand is divided for my feet. Oh, lady princess, I know you are not a dower.
weep for my absence & wait my return up hear

As I saw the day began to break the dawn

As she entered the room she found the Moor

As she passed she saw his white head
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Then I & the sailor swam for their lives, thinking I was finished he did die or and we sea, for since they heard he who lay was alive they had done the task, they wouldn’t let him live recall the treasure in the world, but Divine Providence brought them ashore when the ship was already night. The ship’s crew ran away and they crowded on all shores away from the land of the first time. When they were all gone, they were of some dozen. The sailors decided to stay in and those they found at the mouth of the river spoke, the sailor said, my lord, let us spend the night but in their delightful vineyard, it was the Thursday where the can around a Thursday night. We never abandon you in life or in death. I consented to this plan, when they left, they filled their bellies with grapes, then they left a care, they enjoyed it & went to sleep. But the night was cold, they woke up peering around, moving this rock from one place to another to get warm. Its legs acted feebly & Lee
"My lord asked where this handsome man was. The Moor said, "My lord, I have been in a little cave in that vineyard."

The ambassador followed him with incomprehensible pleasure. When the sultan saw them coming he aban-
doned T & fled as quietly as he could, so the Moors would not see him.

When the ambassador reached the cave he stood for a long time gazing at T. Then he began to express his compassion for him, so T made a humble gesture to speak to him:

"How the ambassador complained to T:

"Your beauty never ceases to attract me, but it often happens that if your words are captured in battle on land or see or one shipwrecked as you were, then, therefore if you are victorious you should not despair for your fortune, but when you pass you should trust in Allah who rules the world, "he said, "swear by our holy prophet Mohammed, that we

who saved you have done you and placed you in my power but so handsome a truly must also be fated to suffer. If I have 3 sons, you shall be the 4th. Then he called his 3rd son & said: "Treat him as your brother."

And then the sultan told T: "If you wish to please me you will tell me your story, for I am eager to hear it, and I shall make you my eldest son's wife."

When they seek to rob him of his brother's place, it is a most deplorable loss. If the sultan's daughter.

But if Mohammed plains, it will be happily concluded. Do not mourn for your losses, knowing that they may be, for when we return to my house I shall make you rich. I still cannot understand that the sultan's fault, or at their owns."

When the ambassador finished, T rose & began to speak thus:
The story I told the ambassador

"To pity the forlorn is a sign of heart.

It is my glory in getting into your hands for you are a brave and generous lord. I offer to restore everything I have stolen from you, and since your lordship does not wish me to return my things I shall happily do so, for the watchmen have told me that they trust me as a gentleman, and I am a gentleman.

I was a prince or at least a nobleman. As a youth I sought by lodging in the world to seek honor and fame. But while I was in the Levant I foolishly listened to a wilder who led me to my ruin. I was the worst evil to my body and soul, and suffer. So I was my lord that I too have come before the worst evil to my body and soul. I was the worst evil to my body and soul.

Now I am a servant of a man from Syria and from there went to the land of the holy sepulchers in Jerusalem to confer my sins and my mistakes on all who would listen."

The ambassador replied: "Too late do men see my misfortune. I shall have many sons from the stormy sea, and many sons from the stormy sea, Lord, and many sons from the stormy sea."

"When I see your lordship to accept me as his humble servant, the ambassador replied: "Too late do men see my misfortune. I shall have many sons from the stormy sea, Lord, and many sons from the stormy sea.""
In the perfection.

The son, quickly took off his garment and gave it to his father, keeping him in his bed. They said, "Well, we need to keep our lodgings. These they dream.

"Well in Moorish style."

And let the Lord of Tunis know of it, since they had captured him in his kingdom. They sent him the news. One of his castles was instructed to guard him well and not let him escape.

When I saw his new clothes, around his neck, the words he was much comforted. He turned towards the sea and raised his eyes to heaven. Our lady and all the saints to shone. He cried, "I see tides for they had ceased.

The sky was clean. The night was set out for the full moon shone so brightly that I seemed twice as day. The storm had ended. We set forth off the house he felt in his arms outstretched. All the Mow's said: "That is a very bad sign for it shows their Xian's life will be short.

I quickly got up. He had understood their words. I said, "I am an intelligent, misunderstanding your name is Blanche and the moon is white, bright, and beautiful, this night above my head. I am saying, we shall have to go."

My hands were stretched towards the moon that is God's help. I shall conquer all of Tunisia."

All the Mow's roared in laughter. It took me a few days to arrive at a mighty castle. The king sent word to his son. The painter, prince of Heaven's footsteps that he had kept a Xian captive, handsome, and noble Xian's captivity. The son, swollen, clashing, and shocked. I saw it done. I felt very confused. I returned to his sad thoughts.

Two months later the light of Christopher's eyes were set to his reply. When he reached Heaven, he found his son, his domain along a hillside.

King Escaramo was king of soldiers...
was heading towards them, all her forces & many other kings 
and their armies. Their Escaviano was a much 
stronger black than other 
men & got in their 
yards. The black thing 
was kiss, on which they 
had the head, &c. 

King 

Escaviano &

BEY'S

forces,

KE's &

TURKAN'S

territory bordered on the land

BEY's to war, his daughter & thus inherit 
his wealth & kingdom when he died. The king Theman 
was not content to KE that his daughter 
for a second time went to KE, & promised himself to 

his son. KE said she was pregnant & he was sure KE didn't want another man's child in 
his house. But he wanted it because he 

did have 2 sons, his treasure. KE left them his sons in peace. KE replied that he didn't want the

daughter & the treasure, 

that he wanted his sons. The king Theman 

backed up the daughter 

in protection,

All this and they didn't agree & KE

was

55,000 soldiers on KE & how much

The U.S.T had only 20,000 men. When

KE couldn't get the black & KE couldn't get the whites, KE came to a

martyr. Many of his men died crossing it, but there were others who reached the other side

and jumped up into the mountains. Where they found

the half of the besieged. They went in a part of this

killed as the whole &forcement of the house called 

lovely was. It contained 3 castles surrounded

by fortified stones. Then the king of Theman had brought his count on a long journey to

and there they besieged him.

There were 2 castles on one side of the river &
on the other was a big stone bridge & city, KE amassed & took. KE was another

little city in another valley. It was stronger, one, but

was considered himself lost.

The Tyg of Beys, who had been defeated in
The 21st assault fleet [to the castle where] I was instead of joining them to his lord. He said told his son: “You should die before letting them steal go betrothed, he is of such noble blood. Therefore, I order & advise them to go to your lord & parole the knight like the vassals before you. Those who fight well for their lords, never need to quarrel with their king. Think how he has honored you in raising you to such a rank. It is only to those who know how to bestow it, of our will be strong & chivalrous, we will go straight to your lord. It shall so such alliances of other princes. See if we can’t raise the siege so their lie & this.

His son replied: “My lord, I shall be according to my famous king & natural lord, I will demand live & die.”

And the said his father, farewell I kissed his hand & mumbled then he began to speak in this fashion:

THE BOY’S CONSILIARY TO HIS FATHER

The hardships & dangers did not lead your wisdom to stay but rather be their prime necessity. They should take advantage of their base courage & assiduous & one strengthened by adversity. Therefore, my lord & father, I kiss your hand in the name of your good advice. You have considered me for the first & only, other do them more and the lord, their ideas do not so badly. I hope now one will be able to the new for she is in a mighty as the well-provided in every thing necessary for a long siege. May we peacefully Mohammed one kiss and them & so on from diversance. As long as you clear understandings will win. Then, honor & fame, I shall now go tonight to my friend of the love man to this wretched world.

He left his father and rode towards the castle. They heard the sound of clashing clash of arms &
A day you again Xian would be angry
at our past mistreatment. So I swear by Allah,
that it was done without my knowledge or
consent. All this time I have been planning to
trick you as I know you despise it. I'd be happy to
be comforted for I hope for
your help. Forgive me. I know you have
just cause to complain but it seems as a thank
that if it live it shall make it up to you. And Do
not be surprised that I ask you to help my lord.
For I have experienced the latest shiffling
battles & developments in Cypre &
what shame it is that the war should not continue
when we are so what you said when you fell; that
you will conquer this land. But if it's so then simply
The only other reason I gave it is that when a
year's wind of Godly locked like St. Sebastian
ran away after I'd been wounded & captured.
Whenever came you alive there would be little pity
for your son for I believe you got them sleeping.
He simply folded one ear. All their horses...
you must be deterred in your design. 

Warfare, and the like. Do not waste your efforts. 

There are those who come to this seat to secure 

and comfort. Be comforted to the comfort of 

as you desire. And think of the comfort of 

of the battle. The piteous tale of the 

tired and wounded in spite of their 

Therefore beg you to comfort me in my 

in your honorable person will increase when 

And he ended his speech.

tea. "The reply to the king, 

"A true report of your victory when you freed 

is for your benefit. But surely, even though the 

of your telltale. I shall pay you. 

the priests of your church. Has 

gone against you. My most adversities 

unless our pity knows it. Thank you for service of 

since I see no way to 

your favor. I shall forget all past evils at 

The Lord who created me will never 

And it be you, my lord, not to desert me 

will not lose by subject. I'm sure 

for my life so I can go to your aid. 

One is transitory and means nothing to me. 

of your victory & expect me all from me. Do not 

of my pleasure."

and its redaction. I have long learned that the 

been advice & help you as well as any man alive. 

I shall be among the first to 

Pardon me for my specialty in my own practice. But 

and what will beget such a 

that his hand is 

you shall not be surprised for how 

do all things. Believe, that you have 

just grapple with any matter.

notwithstanding the castle, it shall destroy them all by 

your pleasure."
The boy was sent by T's wife to go to a man who wished to destroy the bridges & then to set out as soon as possible. I replied: "My lord, it is confirmed that on our ancestors, and poor men who wish to share their harness, and have some help to pay for the journey."

Solyman declares that poverty is infinite wealth or unrecognized gold. For poverty needs nothing but to satisfy the pleasures of the heart. The king ordered his men to give him his best horses, armor & enough money. He bought a small wheel, three barrels of salt, gunpowder, iron sulfate and other materials to make an instrument which he put in a chest box. He gave him food at the moment, and they set out in secrecy as they did and after coming, a river, spent the night in another castle. When they came only 9 league from where the king was, they

I reconnoitered the valley he saw the left stone bridge & the enemy encamped in the warm. The enemy were encamped nearby so he could not get across the river without falling into their hands. I told them to give them our men to serve 2nd as a shepherd & lead them there. They were divided into a shepherd's camp and left like that. The other led.

KE knew his enemy and was ready for them. After the victory, he had won in his mighty army, he feared nothing. He had 37 catapults of various sizes. He and his men spent 18 times a day & they had destroyed more than half the castle. The king ordered all those who brought food to his camp to be escorted by coming guards & wait there.

The hour to command the bridge, which was a good league long, had been told. They had heard & knew that they did not go more than what the sleep was worth & they set out even more to make sure
They went off quickly. They stayed there for 3 days & nights. We had near the cata-

pults. I pretended to be curious about to

be taken to them. We got close & stuck his hand in the ointment &

touched all the catapults. The moment

was of such a nature that the 3 times it

while any metal bullet & next time

they met in the road they all break.

Then they fired on the castle the next morn-
ing they were astonished that

not one was left while K was astonished &

that it did harm only. So the Moor re-
turned to the castle when they saw

then I ordered one of the men on the

bridge & he replaced it with a wooden door

again when he saw that it was not the
time. A thing [?]

stockade to the road straight towards the enemy

so a Moor came in his hand. He said it

when they saw all alone. They thought he was for

there & didn’t worry. I then immediately

without a thing, I killed all 5 of them.

A Moor went up in the camp & everyone around

untied their horses. It’s only common was to kill

as many as rode in front of him. When began

them all coming he retreated towards the stockade

of the roof. When he came they de-
dismounted. The Moors crowded around the stockade

there in the castle came down to help to a

splendid carter & men were killed. So many men I heard

that he was forced to retreat & order the bridge &

of the men destroyed the stockade but I

ordered it revetted during the night. When the

Moor’s men died on both sides, since they did nothing else but

fight. There were 2 catapults in the castle.
One day I asked the king: "My lord, and you like me to get the king of the castle to get him killed or to some other fortress?"

The king replied: "If you did me that favor, I would give you everything I own. And if you forgot the thing you want much either.

"Now, my lord," said I, "I have 3 horses saddled & 100 men, so I send a page who will recommend them to that prince about a half league from here."

It was quickly done, and the day was fair & clear, I mounted his horse & took 100 men & led them out of the stronghold. He told them to keep firing the catapults as fast as they could, the enemy, in the meantime, saw that the king was coming, they feared I would attack them. So they put on their armor, put on their armor, put on their armor, & rode out to meet him. They were killed I wounded, they had found to retreat towards the stronghold for the enemy had decided to storm the bridge & try to take it.

There was almost no one left, except for they were standing in the stronghold. When he sent them away & I told the king: "My lord, hold them till as fast you can, & I shall go to the magic castle."
They still didn't know him. When they got close, the boy, son recognized the page, who was his youngest brother, and ordered his home to shoot at him too.

When they got inside the king came forth into the hall, and made it joy of T. "My lord," said T, "I have a daughter that shall lead you to a safer place. The king took the page's horse and daughter mounted behind him. The prince rode behind T. They galloped till they were a league from the camp. Night fell, and they slowed their pace, and the king who heard his son the country's, led them straight to his strongest city in Heaven.

As they rode along the king felt very grateful to T and pleaded to know what luck had brought him there. He began to speak thus:

CCV - How the king converted his ways to T.

"To the camp, brother!" He continued to me, "I'm sure I'm right since I lost that battle. And I'm afraid of all the misfortune to tell you what you desired of life to save a good and angry thing like me."

He turned and walked towards the place where I had the things carried. He said, "I have left from the place where I lay my speech, was so hard and twisted, I couldn't reply by misfortune that I sat among the beards of great men..."
Piety, piety, piety!

The reply to the boy of Ti

Who is not a brave man

And you do not know the meaning of love

The boy said to his friend

In the end, the boy was killed by his own weapon.
Xtreme, a lady, you [by Mohammed] of good ability to tell me what you know, for I am not eager to know.

I replied, "Lady worthy of honor since you are wise to know, I am a knight & though I have not knowledge in everything, I had a ship in a storm at sea. I was a captain, in war, & many

I am not a captain. I used to be a lord & you are a captive. I who had servants, now cannot serve.

He said no more, the gentle lady lowered her eyes in pity & said, "Tell me" I say Mohammed.

receive ye, surely where you were born & who yr parents & where you ancestors lie buried. And

I replied, "Oh, most beautiful lady in the world, who troubled men's thoughts w. yr grace &

singularity. How your peerless virtues, Xtreme & yours, to battle, I will rather die than reveal

my origins, by since you insist I shall tell the truth. I was born in Ulterior Spain.,

Blessed
My father is a brave knight of ancient lineage and my mother, just as generous and noble, and their only son. They must have given me up for lost, for they don't know if I lived or died.

While they were talking, some other people came in and interrupted their friendly conversation. The castle lady felt most pleased by the speech and the promise; each time they spoke together, And since the hours didn't lend how to speak so, she said she had never seen such a gentleman as this.

A few days later, the Bey of Bey arrived feeling very happy that the U. pr. his son were out of danger. After paying homage to the lady, he went to honor T. The Bey took T. directly to the bey to free him. He agreed both in defense to his lord & to be better pleased with the Bey's services. The bey formally offered him a promise not to take him or his lands till then. He said, "leave me" 3 times, then several times.

Air & said, "You are false." A thing occurred I missed the Bey's hand a feet in the matter for the favor & said, "My lord I swear by faith as a Xtrian to leave you till I have killed or imprisoned KE or driven him from your lands."

The U. everyone else felt most contented. When KE learned of the U. of T. it was over he very anxious & didn't understand it. He went filled of rage & sorrow. Since he didn't want to capture the bey, he became completely his friend. So mighty I was I think that no city, castle, or town ever resisted them, there that refused to surrender were taken by force & the inhabitants beheaded, for he was a cruel warrior.

I knew all this & Keil had to decide what to do. The Bey had improved the city, fortifications, which already were strong. He paid the Bey 5 years, but they all thought I should stay for they needed the troops to serve. One day in council I spoke spoken
they go to KE on 1st anniversary. She will see how you
are armed & if your heart isn't some way to rout them.

Everyone praised his suggestions, but it was round
heard we will change sides, so over to the enemy
do so many others had, for all men love a then

I alleged & put a company & got straight to KE. When he was before
him, he boldly explained his mission then

In his mission, how I explained his
mission to KE

"Do not be surprised that we did not accept
you first, for you are our chief enemy. We know
you with all your enemies. The king sent me, for he has often heard you praised
thought you one of the most wise kings in the land.
He is astonished that you attend him so. We now
mean a prince, but he just & not tyrannical.
You have come so it may be written down to show your pretensions. Others are even more presumptuous men. And the ended his speech. The lady quickly replied them:

CCCLIX KE's reply to T

"Knight, whenever you may be your slave you will not sit and speak to the weak of will. Tell me this: Is my invention just? Is it true and everyone else knows that he promised his daughter thing in marriage. Everyone gave his consent and opinion, a day was set for your wedding. Yet you think that he can suffer more. How then, can you say my cause is unjust? I shall never be happy till cruel death overtakes him. She is a beauty that has won my heart that I shall never put up till death or either love or death. You who have seen her beauty said I wish to know how she is. Now she is in our midst in our midst as a prisoner from which I have seen many virtuous ladies who lived in the past, like the Amorin. She claims to be the daughter of King Hiram of Tyre. I have seen her beauty, said I wish to know how she is. She is a beautiful lady who has lived in the past, like the Amorin. Kuyrstein sent her there, pursuing
that her it valor made victory impossible.

Otherwise one needs of the Assyrian queen Semiramis, not only did she come but she de-

fended Babylon. When she was in her chamber combing her hair she heard that the Babylonians had risen up against her.

She finished her combing and left the rest uncombed. She was able to endure no more.

She took up arms and besieged the city. She went it back in less time than it took to finish her hair. A copper statue of her was made and draped above Babylon. ½ her hair covered ¾ of the other ½ loose, otherwise one read of the queen of Sitis. Scarcity where courage was. 400 of 300,000 Persians, then she had his head cut off & put in a machine ball. Where morning came she asked her son, she killed the famous Herod, who after 3 days of atonement was put on the wheel.

What shall I say of brave Zenos—called queen of the Orient?
In writing, then, she saw her husband Pompey's bloody clothes and did not find them at home. After she was dead, she killed herself. She carried in her womb. Even was corporal and memorable, was so much love. Artemisia's love for her husband Magnolia, whom she died. After his death, she had his ashes pulverized. Around and powder saying she wished to be his tomb. This thought about Ellulia, Scipio Africanus' wife. When her husband committed adultery with one of his slaves, she never exposed him, but she left him. As soon as he died, she forced his mistress. And I am sure you're familiar with how the knight Mirolla killed another in San Giovanni di Laterano. He was condemned to die in jail, death by starvation in fact. Every day his wife went to visit him in prison, and through she was carefully searched for food, she gave him her treat to eat. Thus she starved. As a long time went, the guards noted. When this good deed was discovered, they committed her sentence. All the above mencioned ladies were not longer alive. The women from all the other sisters. They deserved dying glorious fame, even for some through her words, they overcome the natural mechanism, yet still their stories only to show that my beloved excels them all in every way. For her this was enough for those who went and this is my answer to those who turned and walked away. In the name of the ordre, then ye'll lodged that to night the is decided to put it to a final act. Is he was a bit of a gentleman. He invited him to lunch. A good man who was displaced for him. He sat at the head of the table, it was not at all. Some of the dishes were served colder, and more delicious than the others. His who was shuffled in everything, always as much as only ate the good and left the other. After they had been served her brought on a big gold plat-
The book was never seen again.

Meanwhile, the old man was eager to have the lease turned in. But the old man decided to send something that would never leave his lord. He turned to his head and decided to send something.

Having received his reply, I left and returned to Rome.

Told his lord everything that had happened at KH's camp. The old man liked it.

To the enemy and many troops, men.

"On my faith, my lord," said I, "they are now arranging every day. I didn't see them all together. But at 80,000 in a camp outside town."

They held council and decided.

The king put out the 10,000 soldiers that had left, for the rest were dead or planned to be killed. The soldiers went on a journey called "Alinac." For if the city burned, the whole kingdom will be lost. When the farmer present approached them, they brought their things into the city. I used all my skill.

I saw how well proportioned he was. I was so fat that I was the
outside them. In the walled side they had tunnels so they could enter during night time. For the gale, they ended in some orchards not far from the city.

Then the king's E's subtlety & skill he was the most renowned for. He said he had never seen a man so well armed & armed for battle. Then the wall was finished they awaited the enemy.

The L stayed in Thessaly where he was well supplied w/ everything and the enemy cant expect it. After he had this, he went on to Rome where the city & people was very well armed & well prepared. In the city, he talked to the people & said, "My Lord, why do you play the sad? Everything you do is in vain. If you don't capture the K, you will be killed, and you will be master of the entire kingdom in 2 days."

Joseph understood the king's words and went to see the K & go in person. If you're willing to make an agreement w/ me, I will give you victory over all yr enemies & place the Jp in yr hands."

When K E heard this he thought it was a fable said, "How can I do so much harm?" And to you render me such a service. I promised that you shall make you the great lord in this kingdom. But I don't believe you can do as you say. When I hear where you come from I do not believe in seeking to harm them you. And in fact, I don't know if you're a good man or not.

And I follow you advice fortunate may you division me & give glory to the king for my sins. When the king heard him speak thus, he quickly replied:

"CCCX The Jews reply to KE for fortune always."

"Take do men fulfill their desires."

Joseph understood that many things depend on fortune, especially every battle. No man is so wise that he can foresee all dangers & mishaps. Often the few can vanquish the many."

The wall was the strongest, for
Adonis gives victory to those on their sides. Only a womanly long jacket to pursue all you see. The wind is never in your favor. And unless it is a prince who seeks to conquer will never become a great lord. Listen to me. For you will see this is no dream but a definite plan. And to prove it shall shine my 3 swords in your hand. If I do not fulfill my promise you have made, I shall kill them for I will return to fulfill my daughters’ wishes, to a young Jeb who sells oil in the camp, whom we will forward to the chief of the khatimah. An animal for their favor. I shall give you what I have. The man you saw with the doors to my house leads out of the city.

She will of your house be received to my house. A mighty foe. The city walls 100,000 soldiers can pass through it.

When the is heard there was the thought more carefully & said: "How can you give me, the king of all his kingdom?"

When the news arrived, the king asked what country
"My Lord, " said the Jew, "according to my father, we always been yr vassals, I shall consider myself your togs."

"Then they said the J. They already knew you were my vassal & servant. Since I wish to advance those who serve me & love them above all others, I have decided to help you, I have just arranged for you to marry Semiramis the daughter of Dina Jacob; he is the richest Jewish merchant in Babylonia & I shall give you 10,000 dinars & 500 for the one who found me for new arrivals you like this."

"They have turned red & I am determined to be away & dissatisfied. I am at your service, they said: "My Lord, I am lost."

"I am blessed &omer & the Lord has given you power to help others. God is my God that have never lived."
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of 3 lineages. The 1st lineage is those who are
called Jews. This death & disease occurs sometimes
on the women & always on the children. Their
length & fleet, their souls & fear, & they have little sense of shame. The second line is
that who take part in the worship of Moses. I who
heard & visited them & saw them, I have had
placed the crown of thorns on his head. Then
the men who stripped & smote for his clothes
& spat in his face when men on the cross
then can recognize them by the fact that they never
told you steadily in the type that always
their last desire was to one side & only go a
bit further can they raise their eyes & show you. The
few who want to be my followers are of this type.
The 3rd lineage is descended from David. The tale
is that they make them ten feet, then they didn't con-
sist of men who were born by being raised in
Solomon's temple to avoid seeing what needed done to
just little men. There fore

didn't present did everything they did to save
him. They are had & governed, & that their
neighbors is free & peace & can look all around
in every direction. Since I am of this
type I do not desert them. David is perpetual
grace for my life & is corrupted. I
dread that Imperial Jew's friendship made them
defeat & be ashamed to speak of them.
When the Jews, the Jews, they did not
worse to loose him, but he called him & kept to
where the Jews, they, then he 
Don was told him he was a German. And the lad
stood the doctrine when he
had finished his conquest. They young Jews had no
more said not promised any man since
it seemed that in accord with them & seemed the
I was present. I was able to commemorate.

After him the next, the prophet, the next, that
decided. He said come to them, come to them to
Romans at midnight in the 17th day of that month, outside theme was a step

Pier D. Saint with lead.
The day was very fine and the sky was cloudless. We had a pleasant walk through the countryside. The fields were green and the flowers were beautiful. We saw a small river and crossed it on a bridge. The water was clear and cool. We had a picnic near the riverbank and enjoyed sandwiches and fruit. It was a perfect day for a walk.

Later, we visited a nearby village and saw some interesting buildings. The village was surrounded by hills and the air was fresh. We talked to some children who were playing and laughed with them. We bought some souvenirs from a local shop and returned to our hotel.

The hotel was situated on a hill and had a beautiful view. We had dinner on the terrace and watched the sunset over the sea. It was a perfect end to a perfect day.
the Kev had betrayed the city he had
stopped all her terms and surprise the

Then he took to the river who had followed
him and stripped of her clothing. He then
covered him honey and pil-

The next day they quartered him and fed
him to the dogs. He had his only one of

The emperor knew the enemy had entered
the city and nearly to the same day they were later in

They had taken the far to the mighty


T 3 days from the city they were captured

The Old Mosque, Oil before day. They added:

The next night they laid in a house and they caught

Then I went to the M break through

They rode out of the city. They broke so tight

They rode through the fields capturing all the enemies.

Sent A. Thursday 3
I often went and stayed there before the castle from which they fled. When he lay ill, and my heart felt very, very heavy, I used to watch him. One day, when I was outside the city, feeling very sad, I saw a knight. He looked very sad. The city was in despair for years. I went to see if he could help. As the hours passed, I felt a strange sense of duty towards him. He looked so sad and other people seemed to feel it too. I decided to help him. We talked and I spoke these pitting words to him:

"My troubles and my grief were too heavy to bear."

He promised to free the slave. "Good fortune always opposes the worthless, and especially those too cowardly to stand at the gate."
The Xtran slave quickly replied thus:

"I promise you, sir, I will not be true to any other woman than yourself."

I arranged to have the Xtran slave taken to the castle and the slave's freedom for 100 ducats. The next day the slave was set free, with their freedom, as usual, and then I proceeded to the castle with my troops. After entering the castle, I found the countess and her household in the castle's main hall. The slave was not inside, so I did not pay much attention to her. For the rest of the day I led my troops and other artillery outside the castle, where I usually waited for the king's troops to come. And when they did, I was able to follow them everywhere. And the king's permission of life as I had been promised to follow them every day on the king's behalf.

That day, as on many others, I was at the castle 2 lengths to offer gifts of peace, and the king made peace. The king agreed that they would accept the peace, but for their lives, for they wished to surrender the king's son, who was their own, to the king for the king's son to carry out their plan.
When they had finished eating and drinking, the Albanian went up to the Inhaler and stole a big silver pitcher. I saw him and asked him what he was doing. He saw me and stopped. I asked him what he was doing. He said, "I saw the Albanian running and I wanted to help him. When they caught him, they brought him before the captain. The captain was holding a silver pitcher. I asked him to give me the pitcher." He replied, "I gave it to the captain, but the captain refused to give it to me." The captain said, "I gave it to the Albanian." I asked him, "Why did you give it to the Albanian?"

"I wanted to help him," he replied. "I thought it was a good thing to do." I asked him, "What did you do with the pitcher?"

He said, "I gave it to the Albanian." I asked him, "Why did you give it to the Albanian?"

"I wanted to help him," he replied. "I thought it was a good thing to do."
Alaric. I didn't bother to reply. The
attendant hurriedly gathered all the
soldiers of the army into a large
hall. And to estimate the
Alaric spoke these words to the
pass. Then, he asked his knights' advice & they
said: "Lord, they have already defeated this man &
we need to do something to destroy them.
But even so, it will be wise to keep a close watch on
him."

The Alaric stepped out of the castle through a
large door. No one saw or heard anything until
T & T told him everything that
had said. I gave him 7 doubloons & 3½ pounds,
& some small change & a sword & a bundle of
peaches. For I had destroyed all the town & sold
the town to the people. Then T & T
ruined. The town & they said: "You T & T
ruined". Tell the heavens that you won't
think. I'm buying a lot of bread & will
not be planning to go so soon. "I win 3 or 4 days"
The Alaric left. When he reached the castle
the he welcomed him, was & graciously. He said the
people to the people & said: It
me. If I gave him a turn, his lee & see that you
support that light & banned or looked after
side I & the people captured. But he often
Avoid her with all thy heart.

cccXV. How KE comforted his lady.

"My lord, love for you, noble lady, is learned by the heart & well understood. For a pretty woman, I have a greater right to the first word than you have. For I am not, you know, a simpleton. My life will last no longer than you wish, and when you try your virtue I will come to stop and be revisited. Do not so. You should be present. I am a woman's powerful man and will make all the difference. All thieves or vice, etc., will miss your hand. Do not wish us to be brothers & sisters. The devil will die. You have not nothing for it shall be your mother, husband & slave, and you can do with what you want. All these tears & lamentations are only human sorrows, for I see that you are angry. There is my heart & goods, lay aside the tears and be Reason & conciliated, for I shall promise you everything I can. I beg your request. DESIRE THAT IS A

my power."

He said we met & hopefully awaited his lady's answer. The grieving queen quickly replied thus:

cccXV. The queen's lamenting reply to KE.

"What have I done to forfeit your love? And if you can do nothing for me, I will not be your mother, husband & slave, and you can do with what you want. All these tears & lamentations are only human sorrows, for I see that you are angry. There is my heart & goods, lay aside the tears and be Reason & conciliated, for I shall promise you everything I can. I beg your request. DESIRE THAT IS A
I avenge my brother's death. My sorrow is unequal, but I do not seek to show them, as become an example for the three have been so many illnesses and emotional states. Always grieve so consuming me that I don't know what I must to resign, but I thought to let these things be done.

Oh mother! Brother so griefed by cruel death!

In my torments I still see you left some days, who treated me so unjustly. I addressed my lamentations to brave ladies of presence for their kindness.

I have abandoned all thoughts, I am still at 7 years old, and spend my nights seeking the fear of death. I wish, to know if I must stay. Do not wrong me with my time.

All beings shall die. The watched from pity is pleasing to God of the world.

The road to another room turned into another room.
his companions & I invited them to eat & drink. This turn came every 3 days. I stayed 43 days. They were looking for the Moor & I didn't want to talk about anything else. All this lasted 2 months. One day I went continuously & people usually noticed him. The h often sent the Alluenian to fetch fruit & sweets from the enemy camp. One day he returned leading a pack loaded with food & a cloak. When he reached the city he said: "My lord, I heard the cease-fire had been lifted. I came to report the city. One of the pacifiers had sent for you."

My lord, I heard the cease-fire had been lifted. I came to report the city. One of the pacifiers had sent for you."

The h agreed & many Moors came to drink there every day. After dinner he kept watch until it was his turn to keep watch. He always brought a big jug of wine up to the tower & passed it around so that all the Moors knew his company. When I had spoken many times to the emissary & his troops, I saw how the h trusted the Alluenian & let a metal box with little holes all around it in the guard. The next time the Alluenian sent me to put live coals in the box. He then had them wrapped in leather & tied it in his shirt. When they were up in the tower the companions were drinking. He hid the box in a hole so the fire went out. Then cut some string & bottle-dreams & having a few drinks he played till a post midnight. The Alluenian had mixed some special liquor & the wine to get better. To keep the watchman fell so fast as to keep that they never woke up. After the soldiers who patrolled the watchtowers had gone by the Alluenian took the box & coals. He laid it under his cape. He cut a piece of straw &
T. quickly recognised the signal & rode further a small band of soldiers. Everyone else was armed & ready. The boy was their cap & they got around some water. The All was back. The better ones as hard as the caps & it was not taken seriously. The one heard from as they took by. When they heard the guards. He told them, "Good watch to you."

They were afraid 

They asked me, "Where are you going?"

I told them, "I am going to the towers."

To the towers in the bottom. Then I looked his men & went to the first of the towers. Where he found a thin rope. The All had thrown down. He had tied. The other end around his leg so if he fell adrift it would tie him up, but he never stopped beating the drums. As soon as he felt a tug he pulled in the rope. Afterwards I had attached a rope ladder. The Allman

I tied the rope ladder to the wall & then fastened another one. I went up first & saw all the guards sleeping. He said: "What shall we do with them then?"

"My lord," the slave replied, "leave them alone. They can't do much harm."

I was still front & went to look at them. He found all their upper throats slit & covered in blood. Then he brought the rest of his men up. He tied one of them to keep beating the drums. At last the men came up together & they recognized the tower. Well, then the Allman led them down to the tower's
doors. When he saw all the soldiers he said, "I jumped out." He had indeed escaped his signet.

The head & a ball & his loving parted into spilt onto the floors. His wife began shouting, "The All was in front & died the same as he had done to her husband. Then they went through the castle. Getting all the doors from the outside."
& the noise from the battlements was so loud that no one heard a thing.
They climbed up to all the towers & shouted they were the patrol. When they
were close enough they raised them & threw them off the battlements. One of them
started out but the ladrón & ended up in the
street. The men were more than hurt & they quickly got up & began running through the torto
& finding the Drake. The news spread through the
town. The people began gathering up. The only ones in
the castle who knew how to climb also climbed
the Torta door. He heard the splash & opened the
doors to his chamber & opened all the soldiers in
the castle. He began to shout so loud that everyone
in the castle heard him, but when they tried
to leave their rooms they found the doors
locked. The ladrón slept in the
eastern towers for himself & his
chant & a chambermaid.

On all the towers & lit big bonfires & set rejoin
ting. All the big men in the town fled &
braved & fled. When the ladrón saw the
castle had been captured & everyone was fleeing
he pursued them & took many prisoners. When
he got back he sent some of his men into
town & had others camp in the fields or ladróns.
Then he went up to the castle & found
that not 2 of his soldiers had been killed or
wounded. He was the most astonished man on earth
& thought that was an impossible! And
the ladrón spread them then went to him.

CC XVI how he flattered T to get him
to do his will

"How just to speak of the gravity of one
whose virtues are unequalled! How should such
tell my listeners of ye noble bravos? Oh knight
engendered in Heaven! Oh courteous & noble
knight, you are what you can do for All things do
And am much indebted to you for you have softened my grief & hope to through you did hope to assuage my lord the king who was killed so cruelly. And my son & successor I love you dearly. I trust that you will let me end my days & perform this one thing of his soul to shall "I shall do ill the queen who owns my daughter-in-law, for thus I shall become the queen. And to noble knight. By glorifying me, you do now a service of which I am not now capable.

Now I remember ye saying when you fell down & said you would conquer this land. And since the beginning to have been proved. I can only suppose that they end will be better. I beg you to quickly complete your conquest for we should not delay," I quickly replied this. "No knight! Because villain, shut returned..."
myself. My God forbid me to suffer my friends to an honorable lady's wrongs, for it is
unconscionably a base lot of lowly folk who seek
it long. Thou canst be in the Bay of Bays, wish to
act a scene on? It is unworthy of your virt-
ues, if you set so loved pity on glorious men
only and their forever.

And so the Bey recognizes his error and the
king he not go himself; and nearly than I said.
"The last thing we can do is to surrender, since we've captured all the
others."

They went to the nearest town. The husband
to surrender when they were taken his life. The
considered himself as dead, and dead since he had
left the bed of Thancred and his thoughts were not
sound. He was told he was alone. "Said I, "for strangers
will quickly bring him to the queen and she
will take off these clad knights."

They went through the castle and found it

oe with strode. Equus: millet

plains, corn & squalline for fish and sand and quick

fountain that came out my other works.

That night, the he, who felt so sorry for the
man leaned out a window and shouted. "Since
do you play in you, I am willing to abandon
vice or exulting virtues. I have a knight among
you to whom I can surrender."

"My lord," said I, "that the Bey of Bays in here.
I don't want him. "Said the k. "But he is suffer-
that if you assist that shall put him."

"My lord," replied I, "I was hanged by
the nearest I and that I am, in Christendom, the
Lords England. This man is on the earth. They
went on the road, but the money was given out. the
story, so do the knights virtues out give all others
in Christendom. Then, and I never think of being
hanged twice."

The he recognized his said as the ambassador..."
... whom he'd spoken to. The young woman, who were sent to me as an escort, questioned my life by my royal and knightly virtue. I replied that I'd promise on my faith that a month after you surrender to me, you still will be alive. The boy, as happy as if they'd set him free, came down from the tower, opened the doors. On the threshold, the spoked thighs of a knightly horse:

CCXXVIII. How the high surrenders to the low

"I do not complain of your assistance that brought me from my distress; for it was my own wish, but I do complain of your ignorance; for unless I have an innocent name, my youth and strength and beauty cannot make a shame; and who that thinks it right to take it? his sovereign game will live on in the world for ever. Anyone who makes war is bound to be taken prisoner. Since you don't want me to knight you, give me that little gown. And be pointed to the four-year-old son of a nobleman. The boy went up to him, a free and knightly boy, he kissed him on the mouth. Then he gave him his sword and shield, and put himself on his knees, saying:

"Now, said the boy, you may take me for this child also what you like us."

The boy said, "Take him, knight, down here in prison.

"May God forbid," said I, "to take a man's manhood from a worthy knight's son. I prefer suffering death his to imprisoning or killing them.

"Come on," said I, "said the boy. "If I did not carve out a sepulchre of stone for worthy men, I'd prefer that my son be to be imprisoned or killed by them."

"No," said I, "Grieve that worthy boy for me; but don't you put him in the stone."

The boy didn't bother to reply. The boy, the boy had him shuffled and locked away. The war was not supposed, but he said nothing to avoid annoying the boy. When he had been
when I last saw them out
since I did not shout or lament my misfortune,
I kept in the hope that they would hear my tears.
what else did my eyes do but weep since they
were deprived of their sight? And what did
one of them, I suppose, I made up for in cries & blows. Oh
protesting listeners, imagine my hair turning down
down to shoulders in sobs, pervading my
garments more heavily, tears, so spread that they
ran all the way down my body trembled like a
woman's. I can't bear and I feared to
kill me quickly so it might keep my father-
away. But up above do not put me in your
resolutions for it am the undeniably wrong
child of the last&well I thought was a weasel in
Alicia. And she fell silent. When the caps heard
her&lamentations, they comforted her as best
they could.
They went through the Li's treasure & found
104,000 pounds of doubloons, for he was a
rich man, telling between what he had already
had & what he had taken from Thomas & most of his
When the AB was before him the k said, 

"Ah, excellent gentleman, I can see what you are worth for. Indeed I am a small-minded and thoroughly assaultable man of his life and possessions. What did I do to deserve such treatment? I am your friend and you my friend. Tell me, Allahcrazy: Where is the land your beloved knows as a land of Xtian? Who will have thought that you would come to you? If you are a captain and cannot fight you, you can if you wish. Then your road will be easy and your houses will be built. I give you my word of honor, I am at peace with you. You will have peace and you will treat me with the peace you desire. East and always favor. It behooves the one who knows me to do me justice. He who knows me will not do me wrong. It is a land of words. I will have peace and your houses will be built. For you, the land is a land of honor. It behooves you to send me that a certain gentleman who released me, for I wish to forgive him."
wore justly & sometimes imputed to the other.

And our Lord, who is just, gives victory to

him in the world. Therefore, if fortune would not

be denied, you are not the last & will not be

the last."

The All replied, "Lord cap, set him free,

he accuses me of something, and I consider

a virtuous soul be learnt, that since of an

Xtram & infidel I would set him free in every way. I did

no wrong to pay him to escape for the

sake of infidels. But for God, hence if you are

so greedy that you would rob them all,

souls for yourself. Tell me much money you received

by selling. A castle & forty horses left you,

They belonged to the virtuous in the

world & were not by his land &

soldages & repaid women & girl &

wagons & ships & boats &

swords all that he paid resist & 7200 soldados.

Telling my way, oh him, such act 

pleasing God & they cap's
to enlighten me, for I trust that God, if ever, will let me perform such feats that all my efforts will be forgotten. It shows honor awaits me, and I shall defeat all my enemies. If any disloyal thought shall ever cross my mind let the Old One cool my tongue, & the latter part of it extol. Remember the

proverb that a philosopher said: 'A knight who doesn’t help a priest who doesn’t give a

man who doesn’t bend & a peasant who doesn’t serve are worse than nothing.' Therefore, place yourself among the blessed."

T. quickly replied thus:

"Old philanthropy is always correct & ye dead

should be disowned. Death can never destroy

your fortune, misfortunes, I do not distrust to

you & your friends. I bloody hands I got from

errors to agree to yr requests and therefore I must

before I shall say no more."
The All replied: "My lord, a leg you to tell me why you refuse.

I said: "All, you have served me well. I am much pleased. I will order to be paid you in silver. Your men have been very troublesome. They bring me no peace.

Some of your officers are worthy of handsome wages. But the rest are not suited to everyone.

It is not possible that everyone be given to all who want it. After I had invited this I did bring a flag that would not reproach you.

All his men would reproach you for insulting this noble king, and they did reproach me for desiring my order.

And if a, ha, tilted you, you will have to pay. I only demand to pay the damages, from all of you, not be told off.

I have more than a high honour for thus the affairs will more enhance, have good luck there are 30,000 dwellings, take thank is my thanks, for you have acted most virtuously, 

The three dwellings & returned house to Albiria.

Then, since that had been done, I sent 200,000 dwellings to St. Louis, if the king was going out打猎 of Tunis, you must dressed to the gallery. The governor sent them all the men who had been

The gallery, the governor sent them all the men who had been

I tell the other do, but I, don’t. They said, I think they wanted to say.

I quickly solved his cousin LA if he had any

P-L. He replied: "My lord, since that, said day of our shipwreck, I have heard nothing, had I suppose she must have been in the stormy

sea." I showed him sorrow & said, "I swear by our lady that if it did bring her back by shedding

my breast blood I will gladly do so. And if it had 24 basin of blood I will give
inside were wounded but few were killed. The enemy kept up their attacks all day long. When one squadron tired, another took its place. This lasted till midnight. At midnight I had the bulwarks & the trenches repaired whenever necessary. When the guards saw they didn't harm them & many of them were being killed, they decided to attack in turn. They sent for all the catapults they could find in that kingdom & outside it in many countries outside it. They had arranged twice, once in the leg which was the weakest part. It was an arrow & the head, it had pierced through the helmet & the two head

A man passed very little fighting. I returned to the castle, & at last a garrison of the town

The enemy had collected 100 catapults, they started firing them. The stones didn't destroy them & I didn't get the others to destroy them. Then I had the men & all the other prisoners killed.

They killed the B & all the other prisoners. I died.
them to stakes placed on top of the walls. Many of the imprisoned relatives among the prisoners were given food. There were 25,000 men killed. The king ordered them to give their lives. Then 40,000 men were killed. The king commanded them to give for the love of Muhammad. All Moors outside the fortress killed the king. As the king died, the people fell on him. The king's captains decided to atone for his mistake. King Ed-Bougie arrived, who was also the king of Tunis. King Idris was gathering the army for the battle. A faint cry was heard. They declared a 2-month truce.

Once the truce began, many of the king's relatives and vessels arrived. The king ordered them to let them enter the fortress to speak with them. They agreed to let 5 knights in, who spent each day in the king's presence, from sunrise to sunset. At night, they returned to their camp. These knights knew the following things were going to happen. :

XXXII. The queen's declaration of love to T

"My eye has never seen such sights. Whenever I see you, you render the world, heaven, earth, and all God's creatures obey your will. Truly you may be called the worst of knights, for
you deserve to ride all those who understand honor.
Oh blessed knight of eternal fame! Tell me, brave captain, what happened to your lonely face
& its fresh color? Why have you grown so
grotesque? Do the eyes that seemed like a morning star have lost their lustre? They became
taller than the might you rescued, no Baron, prison
I was so prepossessed by your unprepossessing
that when he was taken from me all my love came
to rest in you, who are the power of chivalry.
I know well, brave cap, that I can never repay you
but to be your pupil, Mohammed to teach
you and I cannot, for I am not. The most
prize I possess is my heart, though it is little
the compared to what you deserve. Therefore I beg
you to take this land as your reward,
or I will rather be your servant than
the world.

Thy beauty & gentility that you
deserve more than all the crowned princes
in the world. Do not take offense at my words, for


thought I knew myself,

'I wish you to

be my lord & husband. If I were free & feared
no disguise, I had already left you. And if you were
abandoned me, who will be
my hope & refuge? I gave my quiet


I was amazed at her declaration, & he readily

replied thus:

CCCXXIII Tis reply to the girl's declaration of

love.

"If I were free it will be wrong of me to refuse

seduction; for your gracious wish so much

how to lead me to seek her & daughter. But I cannot give away

what is not in my power. My wish to

your wishes, may conduce my soul. It is a noble

that arose during many of the others. She

was always been known & honored & did not commit

a greater wrong if I were not faithful to her. I

rather be than commit such an act of perfidy.
that if the thought come my mind to open the earth beneath my feet & bring me in sorrow. And you, my lady, who understand love, gly & not wish upon another what you wish not upon yourself. Or beg you not to tell her secrets for no lady at the world can be wortiher than you, nor is any prince or knight so brave that he is not feoffed blessed to possess your beauty. Truth often train our passions. For ladyship, we have dispersed the clouds of ignorance that darkened my understanding. The bright sun of true doctrine has warmed my will to serve you, even against my will. And since it confirmed my sin, you have forgiven more generously. Such am I, that the lady who knows that God has hardened my heart to love one more fain to weep. God & judge will decide till I see my mission. But I assure you of my beloved presence, & your beauty, grace, & wisdom. I urge you to serve you as long as I live. Fear of error restrain me from reciting my sorrows, though my weariness is almost over. And a poet says: Weariness never sleeps. There is another reason too that I don't wish to forget. Since you are a Sarcasm & a saint, our marriage will be illicit. But do not lose hope in me. Because if what else I say as long as my soul endures I shall never fail you. I shall send you whenever a dream or thought egests desires or desires."

"While in her eyes, the queen replied thus:

"XXXI The god's reply to T

"If ever we have the vision to see the light of my heart, be so careful for if you know how I live in my heart is not in my heart to think. I cannot tell you my troubles. My soul is gone. Grief for me can only set your soul apart. But I have expected little, just as I did with you."

"And if you do not believe me, you will suddenly see me dead. If you refuse me, I shall die. I promise I will be. To see you again."

"For a god. My love has only one
convert, I smiled & began to speak thus:

CCXXXV Tis reply to the ap

"We reveal this doctrine, which otherwise

will remain locked up in a heaven only God,

Victors lady d' fight to sanctify you,

not a enamor love but in true charity.

What tastes sweet to others is bitter a call to

me, for natural reason forces me to keep my

speech to my lady, you cannot the mistress of my heart, but

you can be free of any will & possessions. My brave deed

will increase or fewer & faine, something that will let

t his course is well with deigned I shall perform,

but in more time for nothing, but in more time,

never you do establish risks something that will

adversely to her is well worth deriving

one such care to die except for something worth more

than life. No my lady I be you to be

baptized & accept the Xtian faith if you wish to be

in God company. W this help & mine you will write

your kingdom. I shall find you a young & valiant
III

The man reply to T

"To show you love when in your youth undepend

..."
XXXVII. How he asked me to make him a Xian.

Adversity often reveals one's courage in acts of resistance against fate. Taking courage from the example set by my former leader, to try my patience, I endeavored to understand my condition. But what effect would the world be coming to if a king could find no means to aid him? Therefore, I say, brave capt. defender of the Xian, if I were to become a Xian, I wish to follow the Xian faith. Since my wife has become a Xian, I wish to become a Xian. I have learned the sacrament. If you are willing to go, I can teach you the Xian duties. A little understanding of the Trinity is so that I can receive the Holy Sacrament more devoutly. And you can understand anything about it. I can keep the faith, and tell you the best way to remember it. But from what I have seen of a great Xian, I know now more about him. I should have understood it, but now I am afraid I have not understood it.

Then I told him every thing a decent Xian should know about the faith. The Holy Spirit helped me understand so much about Xianism as it had been a part of all his life. And his spirit was unbroken for, "Surely, I never said he was broken. And how can I explain the Trinity? He was about Xianism. He has all the things right together who were here. Now that I understand the thing.
Trinity 1 beg you to tell me 1 what the 1st and
in this world? Then 1 shall become a 1nation.
I saw the 1st world & began to speak in the
following manner:

5555555 What is the finest good in this world?
"Ancient philosophers of wisdom & this matter. Some
 favored riches, for others - are honored. Directly
 was there, he wrote, but about a wise &
 was united to wisdom to gain worldly riches.
 Others favored riches, but disliked for
 wise & his wise in many virtues. One of these was
 as excellent as the other, which often spoke
 of virtue. Others favored health, which prolongs
 as wise & other causes they have caused them. The
 on staying healthy and another was Constantine,
 who gave his empire to promote health. Still others
 favor love, which makes men
 well write of Eastern & Western deities & Helen
 for whom such noble deeds were done. Others said
 were customs raised even from another. One of them


way Cato, who wrote us about public behavior.
Still others favored wisdom, for wisdom &
 know ourselves & God shall all God creatures. Among them
 was Aristotle who wrote us about wisdom. He'd shown
 whom God made wise & how nations & who
 said: I love wisdom, for it is enlightenment of the
 soul. It shall be known in the presence of
 elders & youth, division of judgment in the eyes of
 rulers & my government of people, we shall always be remembered. A then my delight is
 great!

Men shall heal his ills, for wisdom is more precious
 than gold or silver or jewels. But though many
 strive for wisdom they are not all. Some
 in order to feel superior. Such
 were men who understood. If the sin of pride, if
 their wisdom is not wind. Others say wisdom to
 earn riches are moved by the sin of pride. Others
 say that people shall gain worldly riches. Others
Such men are vainglorious & lean what suits them; the nature of weights & numbers, the properties of elements & other things of that nature. Others strive to know themselves. These are swayed by God's justice & their understanding is good for they strive to live well & serve God & do good. Such men win celestial glory & the fruits of wisdom & are called saints!

My Lord, I have told you of the things of which I am aware to ask questions of you. Do you know one child so dear to you that he wishes to be baptized? For I wish to be your brother's comrade in arms.

He said he was ready & that he wanted as much as to be a Christian. I replied: 'My Lord, I beg you to swear to our brotherhood, 45th on the table, & once as a Christian after your baptism.'

My Lord, he said he would be happy to do whatever he had to. And to test him I asked: 'My Lord, do you wish to be baptized in public or in private?'

"What?" said the high priest. 'Do you think I want to deceive God? I want all my children to see my baptism & conversion. For I hope they will be inspired to be baptized too. And allow me to send for them right away.

I must speak to the chief for he expected to benefit from Christianity. He sent a Moor to tell the king's captives that he would release them by their fidelity to Christianity & all their troops. And since their lord ordered them to come peacefully & unarmed, they were led away peacefully.

XXXIX. How Kâ was baptized

A Moor baptized him after having kept him fast. He kept him a prisoner in a tower in the town. He had a platform built with a ladder leading to it. The Moor was then seated on it in a chair covered with a brocade. He had a lovely squad of men with swords. He sat on the platform, a big silver basin full of water. I had ordered a little ladder built so a man
also wanted to be baptized so set up a down, i.
KE's capturing his troops set out on
\[\text{untidy notes}\]
when they reached the gates the caps' height was
1st. Then the others followed. When they
provide. So the platform they all crowded closely
to be asked about his conversion. This is widely
seen to speak the "My faithful vassals, companions & brothers. God lead us to peace and all of
you if you wish for the law enlightened &
understanding. This victory over the caps has
done me many favors. First the freed men, slavery
in prison. Second, the Xian who believe in Xian's
attitude about Xianism. The threat that Mohamed's sect is false & with
ed & all those who believe in it will be damned forever.
Therefore, I have & order you as good vassals & instead
to be baptized to me. Treat me few in China & a
swear, ye shall be saved. Those who wish to
be baptized stay where they are. Those who do not
shall leave the city to make room for those.
Hearing splendid there was, the lord cut off his
\[\text{untidy notes}\]
XXXI KE's walk

"And of Greater Ethiopia by the grace of God, place my hands on the 4th Gospels, and swear on a true X'tian to be a loyal brother in arms to your TB, as long as we like & to be a friend to you & friends, as long as we like & to be the

full of valiant knights & abundant in every

thing except speech. This city exports more money

and that the entire city of the dead. Its inhabitants are good & peaceful & of great conversation.

They have more vegetation than they're not

graceful & sweet," as one of them to their cities. Witness, witness.

will cause it to become prosperous, & this will be

populated by many nations & their common

seed will be caused so that you will distinguish

them & brothers their own brothers & brothers. According

to Eting, the Valencia will have 3 sources, Jews, Moors & converted X'tians. He

also says the city is blessed because the sun's

sphere is it's opposite to other countries.

the end of its good fortune.

But to return to our story, this prior knew a X'tian captain who captured KE's freed all

these & continued to captured slaves from the
After KE had been baptised, I begged him

To return all the prisoners he had taken
From the Holy Temple to be free. The Jews
Agreed, but he begged T on his knees in tears
To pray for them. "My Lord," said T, "leave it to me."
And shall plead where till she consented,
According to the laws of marriage by force is
Forced. Then they all rode forth by colour and CA in a line
Of the castle. Then the king, preferred his grace
And everyone seemed pleased. His speech and generosity to
The king asked him to let him continue in his feet the
Till next time. He first moved to convert. I regarded
The received every day telling how his kingdom was
Being so far great. There were only 3
Castles that he had. The king begged them not
to capture three

Of the 3 castles.

A shipwrecked galley, the cast to land came to ask T
for a donation to help him bury the soul of God to tear

I was delighted to see the prince and begged him to
Free all the prisoners. And in the
Following days he got 44,327 Moorish men &
Women on the path to salvation.
All those who had refused to convert joined together & set out, leaving only the king,
The news quickly spread throughout. Barnaby
Signalled the kings who went asking to help RS. They
Were not interested, and three
Said the kingdom which they conquered I gave
to the king. Peria's son,

During this time KE received messages every
day telling how his kingdom was
Growing. He asked them there were only 3
Castles that he had. They begged him not
to capture them

And after KE had been baptised, I begged him
One day the 9-year-old princess saw her kingdom decided to fight. She agreed to first change her name. She decided to prepare to leave then:

CCCXXXI The new name of this proposal to T

Since I can imagine no one better than you, I must tell you what I have loved more than any other for my heart. Now quietly leave my soul. Do not let it die if you do not love me either. Do not love me or if I love you, it will be for you. The smallest part of my suffering, but it becomes me quickly give me life or death. Do not prolong my anguish, but if I love, give me joy or end the time. For me, it is good to be holy. Do not hesitate. Fear of the wrong. The conqueror always excels the conquered. Love and friendship is not only friendship but even God. I cannot imagine that anything is as strong as love for it, I cannot imagine the other world. My only wish is to honor & serve you as my lord.

She fell silent & said no more. I thought for a while & then replied thus:

CCCXXXII Tis reply, to the one

I'll have my own church, a straight path on sand. I say this, my lady, for I see love has taken me. I feel you & I am with you. I have not forgotten what I told you: that I cannot give up what
Another already possesses. If I leadship knows true love and steadfastness cannot be divided without offending the beloved. Therefore be your eyes. Do not let suffering cloud your understanding or hope for what cannot be done thing elsewhere. I need your advice. Do not be made up for them. My words, but my deeds will confirm & show I love you as a father or brother. I pray you to think this brave thing. Your husband & companion for you already know whom he loves you; then will live especially in your kingdom & please me & serve the God who will be most grateful.

The queen said, "I will show how little advice she has given you."

CCXVIII.

The queen's reply to T:

"What do you mean?"

"Some of my neighbors said, 'Why do you study useless subjects? Turn to God when you see the steadfastness & wisdom I know you shall be canonized as a saint. True love, God."
while the league feared & celebrated their marriage might be good for their family & country, the Scipio's living took them at arms & they planned to destroy all the Extremaduran ships. I knew this & I said: "My lord, we must fight them to save our lives. How many of our men are fit for the battle?"

"What?" asked the king. "Do you think you've captured the king. Go back to your own country & let us live by our laws. They were guilty of this so-called holy baptism. For if they let these things, kind we have returned to our old people will taste some wear & let us live." says the second &

KEA turned to the king at once. He bent over his head & had his brains split into the floor. Then the king said: "Oh, dear, son of a bitch, this of an evil seat. This is the reward you deserve!" He was very angry at the news. Death. But he,

restrained himself, from criticizing the king, lest some other human evil occur. The king's death pleased some & displeased others, but it served as an example to everyone.

Then the troops to 13,000 men soldiers were left. The three groups of 2,300 cavalry & 45,000 infantry. I ordered them to prepare & take the trek. "My lord, let us prepare the people to attack our enemy.

The king, who felt guilty about what he had committed, began to speak:

CCCXXXIV - How KE apologized to T & they regained their friendship.

Alan, what good for a courtier? I know my wrong doing, will not to the old man's stop living. I shall end my life. If you write me does not mean you love me more. I bid you farewell & live a blemished life.

But I did not quell of their conduct. Each of men made as he thought. It made me think & I did not write my hand."
The king showed his gratitude to the lord for saving his life. He said, "My lord, I command you to take my troops and all your followers."

They were to make a proclamation that any gentleman, peer, or knight who killed or wounded another of equal rank would be excommunicated and not be able to keep their privileges. They made peace with their enemies and their privileges were restored.

Once their troops were sent abroad, the king and his men took on the role of military privileges. They were exempt from taxes on their villages or seigneuries. Their privileges were restored through their proclamation. The king gathered 25,000 of the great men in Brittany. He said to defend their privileges and to defend their territories. They fought bravely to defend their privileges and helped many kingdoms in battle.

But they also fought among themselves. They killed each other for they had a great number of horses. When I saw them fighting, I issued another proclamation that any gentleman, peer, or knight who killed or wounded another of equal rank would be excommunicated and not be able to keep their privileges. They made peace with their enemies and their privileges were restored.

They had been sent from Sicily to be with the king who saw him in the street. They saw the king when all this had been done. 400 horses arrived with trappings and horses. They had been sent from Sicily to be with the king who saw him in the street. They saw the king when all this had been done. The king was afraid to attack 3,000 horsemen in them.
The lie of all their men left the left TI.

& worked towards the city to see if they could keep them from entering the city. When they saw the enemy they

began to call for help. The city was surrounded by

messengers. They said that unless the city was left

converted to Muhammad's rule, they would be

seriously

attacked. The messengers were sent out to

When the city was captured all its

people were killed. I then rode towards town.

I said, "My lord, some troops are coming. The

enemy shall conquer us unless we

capture them."

Then I decided not to stay in the city. I left

LA in charge for the wish to live and be by your side.

Seeing the kins' will, I agreed and made LA captain.

He told him: "Keep all the horses saddled."
And when almost 200 of them fled
dismounted and fled they attacked. They killed 88
soldiers (followed him) & a most sound & orderly bit
the ensuing. Then a letter was sent away to
them and they died on both sides. KM retired up the road
and left his. Then lie sent a letter to his brother the K of Lesser Armenia. When the
KM asked: “My prince & brother these captured
Armenians are the bravest soldiers I have ever
seen. We’ve been fighting all day & they’ve never
retreated but I killed most of my men &
When the sun rose the next morning KM
awoke the next morning KM
arose, woke & ordered his messengers to
order them to surrender & consent. Otherwise he swore
by Mohammed to hang every one he captured.
I replied: “I will tell you master I shall not answer
him for he is too young to be enough
my troops down to the plains, then his
 soldier threatened to have & make him
drown from grief & anger all the day of his life.
I told my master that I have a horse &
 mastered his mount & all his
 messenger took the reply back to his
 master, who furiously spurred his mount & all his

The sun rose the next morning KM
arose, woke & ordered his messengers to
order them to surrender & consent. Otherwise he swore
by Mohammed to hang every one he captured.
I replied: “I will tell you master I shall not answer
him for he is too young to be enough
my troops down to the plains, then his
 soldier threatened to have & make him
drown from grief & anger all the day of his life.
I told my master that I have a horse &
 mastered his mount & all his
 messenger took the reply back to his
 master, who furiously spurred his mount & all his

The leader of LA's speech to his soldiers:

"My friends, let us defend ourselves with our lives. He who possesses the sword must let the sword possess him. Follow me and let me lead you to Persephone. It is a shame that among the gods there are inflicting on my brother. May he continue toewise the sight of you. Bear away the ones at which on the ground behind me, as you'll have a hard job just collecting them."

Their golden cattle manned as they mounted their horses and rode toward the Xysters. They charged in blood-curdling screams as soon as the axe of King Polyphemus struck them. The Xysters, being so close to the king, overthrew him with their swords. When I felt the wound he cried: "Oh, my immortal body, do not weep for me. For before I go to hell, I'll send you to announce me to open the door."

He brought his axe down on him, he thought it would split it, but he felt some of the gods lead at the time. The trouble pulling his body away. This was the Xyster of LA, who had golden hands such as Persephone.

When the Xyster saw his brother dead, he fought desperately, his wound bared on. Some came from behind to help him. When they saw the dead he they lowered to tell the Xysters especially the king. Bougie also saw their commander-pitched their tent at the hill. When the Xysters saw such a hardy, they held it convinced.

Cousin the king in a pitch of the hill, they decided to defend against that wind, because they were not afraid.
The Savanns had planned to give battle the next morning, but they found no one there, they followed the Xtham lines till they reached the city, where the Xtham had taken refuge.

I sent LA Gom to all the remaining father.

And so it was that I recovered.

When I was almost, but not completely, recovered, I sallied forth to give battle. KE expedited him in the following manner:

XXXVII. KE's Ballad

I don't trust you. I have already taken care of the bullet. I have seen you playing to gaily. Don't you want to put your strength to some other use? I don't see your influence to shield these men. Don't you see the other men's bravery?

They attacked as best they could defending themselves. A fight ensued and they were inside the gates.

And they turned in charge of the intelligence. The next day the battle went well, the Savanns & friendly attacked the Savanns. The battle lasted for quite a while. Many were killed on both sides, but the Savanns killed the Xtham ranks & forced them to retreat.

And so it was that I recovered.
It is reply to KE. I shall not speak long or recount my ill deeds, nor mention their thousand stories. I wish to lessen their demand. God in heaven cares little for us or our sufferings. I will forgive us if we repent.

I don't answer. He looked after his men troops who had abandoned him at the corpses. All around the king is a standard and on the ground for that day. His men had already有许多 soldiers and I declared so that the Spaniards be numbered.

Oh, sad soldiers! Why do you bear arms? Oh, sad woman, you have disregarded goodness today and have shed a shameful death. Therefore your memory will be scorned. And,

Then he turned to the east and raised his eyes to heaven and clasped his hands. And said: O eternal God, do mercy! Are my sins so great that you think to have me when I seek to augment the Holy Catholic Faith? And am alone abandoned by all my men sorrowfully gazing at the ground with corpses and other victims. What will become of me? God am the cause of all this evil? Let me die before my ears hear such prayers for my death or starvation

When the king saw him, he approached him and asked: "Are you the Xavian cap?"
to live now... "I'll cross the river and do it or
that Xian..." if I need and help some... Don't
help me unless... need it.

The N. crossed the river & charged T. He struck
him so hard in his heart that T. here fell to its
neces... The man... on the breast &
portion... I had been so sad thinking
about all those corpses... the one that he hadn't
seen the N. C. Conner... until he was
wounded. Then the N. drew him several steps
back... his lane... 10 minutes; then they
continued... I strode a second. And that wrenched
him... "and... that..." S. had just come to his
defence... put him in another location... despite
its efforts.

When I saw it was impossible, the N. had
embraced a S. & cut him... S. turned &
emerged... I knew 6 of them from their
saddles. When his lance broke he seized his
axe... & struck one S. & ran down to the
stream. When the S. saw one man come such a
distance... they... were astonished... & said: "Oh Mo-
hammad! Who is this man who has been en-
tivating?" One of the men said: "Let us into the
man..." Next...

L.A. who was in the castle, went up to a win-
dow & called into the... recognized T. By
his coat... the men... were fighting... A.
shouted: "My Lord... in the kind... to your captain,
then he is about to be killed..."

Then the S. rallied behind the fire; they left, as
they arrived... This was the... of his base... how it had
become... A man... earlier... that the last
these... not be... had... love... because they pursued him to the gate... "The S. lend..." was so loud that they lost
even little they fought. The S.... &... in their misfortune... I T. said: "Let them competi-
write themselves on driving in back to the city.

but most displeasure me is not to leave them
in battle, for we never came to my aid. Howe
were this discontent I find them but such that
I have lain on the lines of my enemies them
before us.

KE: who sans love discontent I felt, began
to comfort them thus:

XXXVIII. How KE comforted T

"Oh, most valiant of mortals! You do
not see the weight of God on your shoulders
which is heavy in God's hand. Only towards
suffering and misfortune, as you know better
than I, that is more bitter for the often lost & soldiers
killed in war, and that in the one may still win
victory. As a Catholic one knows that God
once more faith in God, for He has shown us that
He allowed you to augment Your Lordship's faith
in His name. He will reward you well, for the
future of this servant. All of us even the enemy
know your courage and ability. We are sure you will

XXXIX. Is reply to KE
They flung into the town 10 persons of the clergy had told the truth, then they got their weapons and Within a few days had been tested by fire. The Saracens burned no one had been spared, and they began widening the town. Soon men came out. When about 60 of them got out, they from the castle descended, gathered the town and headed them to pieces. There was no escape but the Xibians were forced into the town & they were all killed.

On the other hand, the Saracens discovered their设计 by a series of provisions. They decided to make the town's walls/topics at the city at sunrise & attack them. All attack from the side & we'll pull them into us. If everything goes well, we shall not.

The most important problem is the cattle, for every time

The Saracens said that the Xibians had stopped their efforts. Then they told the

I was afraid them and I the walls

3 wounded & 13 dangerous ones.

The battle was every time of their pieces for them.
speech:

CCC XL 1's speech to the soldiers before the battle.

Come, knights & vassals! Tomorrow we'll win at Jumers & save Castillon! God aid us! Let's fight like brave knights for our Lord & give us a little adventure, we shall.

The lords of their camp, how our I am will speak to the world of so few men can win so many things & such a war. I do not worry about their first soldier, for they can have against their will. Remember, they can never.

Our Lord always helps those who are in the right. I see you not to flee, for it is better to die defending our honor & than to live in infamous death. But all fear.

The soldiers whose Lord is and their only desire is to fight bravely & never to fear for God will crown you. Then before the Blessed angels.
When the cattle had left the camp, I raised a signal white flag, which he saw it & his troops set out of the woods, shouting, "Long live Christianity!"

I led them against the other side. A conflict ensued in which many good knights were slain. Swords & lances, the noise was terrifying, the noise of the horses was terrifying. The noise was so terrifying that it sounded like thunder.

I knew that I had to react quickly. I threw my lance at the soldier who was charging towards me, and then I turned and rode my horse in the opposite direction. I saw that the soldiers had not understood what had caused the stampede. They had been just as surprised as the rest of them. They had never seen or heard of such a thing. They had lost their heads.

But I knew that the King of Africa wanted to take revenge on his brother, the King of Seinque, and most violent. He had also sought to bring them body & soul one by one.

It happened that the King of Africa mounted his horse and charged towards him. They clashed in a fierce fight. Four thousand soldiers were knocked to the ground. But four men were more spirited than the others.
The poem was so short that I didn't get it, & it was a wonder they didn't kill them. They were all on the ground. I saw the flag go up & went towards them. He saw the cap of the camp and turned to his left. I think it was a cap on the ground. He was killed. He was killed.

The Battle lasted all day & only stopped when the Xians were exhausted. They had received the day. They were killed. The Xians were killed. The Xians were killed. They were killed. The Xians were killed. The Xians were killed.
they hadn’t been able to bring their dead. The
2nd day of and every 10th day in
Saucasus
The head of the nation was killed and the army
was dispersed. The bodies of the Saucasus
were brought to the river for 3 days and
finally they let them go down the river.

Corrses were sent messengers to Paris the Xtraus for
a time. They made a peace agreement.
Mass celebrated everyday a Mass to attend. The lady the tribe
took as a mother to pray. Despite her son’s and 3 dogs of the
corpses were Xtraus so they did not want to bury them.
untouchables to his faith. Their lord heard and
answered them in the presence of all the Xtraus.

Saucasus lay face down in the snow. When I saw this
unhappy, he decided to go to it. The men of
that all who die to convert the holy
Catholic Faith go straight to heaven.

The Saucasus threw all their corpses in the river.

The dead were washed by the river so that the water had
been thrown. The mother of course
had to allow them to Moors of the city.

During the time the
mergers of Saucasus arrived. He was in the
middle of the river and had loved him. It was in
Barcelona. He disguised himself as a merchant and passed
through a valley from Aragon to Majorca.

He is a ship from France to Tunisia. They arrived at
his victory to the land. It had been several
years before and decided to stay. As he approached to
the town of

He wrote a note to
abide telling him where he was in a hurry to send an escort

When I received the message last night, I quickly sent 3,000 soldiers to the semi-rebel city of Almedinax. There were 10,000 cavalry and 2,000 infantry. Then we sent 10,000 cavalry and 4,000 infantry to cut them off and ambush them on their way back. The King of Africa, who was now the captive king of Egypt, was captured and killed. He and his men were all killed. They attacked and captured many of the enemy. I escaped. The news of this reached King T and I, who made the following vow:

CEXXI. T's vow to accept no peace unless a truce is declared.

I can only blame my followers for not accepting a truce when victory was in our hands. Before the end of the war, what a joy it would be to believe we had conquered! Having pressed something like this, we must have expected something like this to happen. The news of this is at the heart of our victory. And yet I agreed to the time for a truce.

CEXXII. K's reply to T

I declare that, as long as you, my enemy, are not a willing participant in this war, I will not accept a truce. If you do not want to fight, I can而且不接受和解。 fights with me. But you are to blame for it, and I am not responsible.
I saw you hurriedly the h sople plead & felt sorry for him. He decided to conduct him & began to speak thus in a lower voice.

TCCCXXXIII It's reply to KE, I am not accustomed to treat my friends so much when they ask for money. I do not forgive my enemies as much as they come to pardon my debts. I have for my lodgment, 10 shillings. I have 410 shillings will wish them all for you. Let us agree to take care of the victorious and since I have lost many soldiers, I shall follow some strategy that will not betray our cause of civilization. KE was persuaded by these arguments and led them into infinity & said, "I am at the command of the King, "setting it is such the case, let us set out to preserve our honor." They set out

Then I told the h to leave the group and go so the other women and follow us and better will.

The h quickly gathered his troops, set out in secret as the children lie there gone. I sent an messenger to tell the command that since they
The Saxons had captured the marquis & all the other leaders during the time they demanded things of me. "All of them, otherwise they would have taken me as captive,

then demanded peace."

Then I tried a deep water near the tent,

we arrived. He had gathered more than 40,000 men,

formed a line in front of them. They met the Saxons

who had just arrived, & the Saxons were astonished to see so many people.

The day the traitor led the Saxons to the city, I was experienced in war,

always kept his army over 400

men on the walls to defend the city. Meanwhile the Saxons

sailed for

the other sects & the Saxon camp, where they shouted &

shouted, "Come on, if you come, I shall not fight the

for this has come to find you!"

When Almedinor heard their voices, he thought

they had come down from Heaven & the

marquis came out of their tent instantly & approached. Then they

were allowed one of the men to disarm & help the marquis

were behind him. Almedinor rode behind them & they all

they got out of the camp, then they took

their capture, chains & armed them & returned
to their camp. As it began settling, fire & con-
drew all his men to do the same. They all went to the battle. The Emperor of Bari had such a strong army that no one dared to face him. But the Emperor Scipio was tall and strong. I did all the things they did. The battle lasted all night. There were so many corpses that the soldiers could hardly walk. When the Sascanians saw the Emperor's army, they ran away. Their army was losing and their camp in flames. All the women were crying and wailing. When they couldn't notice at first, the Emperor of Tunisia said: "My lords, I can't believe these are Christians. Either they're baptized devils or they're Mohammedans. They've fought bravely all day. They can't set fire to our camp. Our men are few, but our troops aren't enough to help them. These soldiers watching us aren't even soldiers, they're they're waiting till we're tired. Then they'll attack from behind."
I expect no good fortune, but it is different to
lie & live on in a previous fame.

The sword no more but spurred "Levantine" galloped
into the fray. By the next day there were 12,000
Ligurians. Their numbers were so immense
that only 5,000 came to his aid. The Xtremans were
also hostile towards them & decided to
behead some of the
terrible feats of arms in history. The Saracens
constantly boasted of "Mohammed." And if there
you'd see many needleless horses &
wounded on the ground.
The battle lasted till 2 hours past midday. And as
one knew who was getting the worst shot. The
chieftain of Tunis was a little statue of Mohammed
on his golden chariot. He recognized that the
stars on his face & the
other things. "Do you want to win this day?
let us go attack that brave fortress & kill

From all these Xtremans will become slaves.
They hurried towards their shining
armor & rich trappings. They saw then coming
be plumed in their midst like a raging lion. It
was too late to escape the help. Tvemans were
shocked as their leader fell to earthly dead.
Then the aman killed him to the ground. When one saw
what had happened they said: "Oh luck Africa,
now I see what our folly will cost us, for we shall
lose the battle & our lives as well."

The Ke & Ahmed were hurried as
frightened. They
fought & finally, they caught that they were in
the city. There was a

so he said that one bull was carried on his
saddle. Below the same one Saracen moved on the
head that the axe pierced the chest. Then
did Hercules, Achille, Tristram, Hector, Paris, Samson,
Saul, Macbeth, Galahad, Camelot, Tristan,
or ancient Theseus & the such a & such a.
All the Saracens were astonished, & seeing all their
lances broken, they concluded the retreat. They
proceeded with 15000 men & 10000 horses.

The Xtrians were glad & let them go for they
were glad that they had
their victor. They promised
them to the Lord of the
site, to make their victor more glorious.

I know always honor, senators where
the danger was to be.

Subsequent to the Saracens were the
Xtrians returned to the city. All the Forum of
Ilings, "What can that be, that it I
Blessed the day when I saw that the
\n
The Saracens had been captured. May God

They went up to the castle in a frightening

They found the 1200 horses. There
wounds had been treated. The
ladies were sent off with the
wrapped in sheets on their heads. The
was so filled with despair at its deception, that
she tore the bandages from his wounds &

The lady Turner's lament before her death:

But before his death he uttered this lament:

CCXLV. The lady Turner's lament before her death:

TS's nobility & courage are

He was so filled with despair at his deception, that
she tore the bandages from his wounds &

She was so filled with despair at its deception, that
she tore the bandages from his wounds &
And Mohammed who was so little [had to be]:

Gather all the blood from their wounds collected it during it at midnight saying; "My Lord I am an afflicted slave and I shall sell my soul if Blood & I thin Blood & I shall send my soul to bitter sufferings in the place on the floor & died, if I am

This is said & sworn to me even to this day. As soon as the day dawned Almedeiras asked me for his leave & I Told him to come. Then Almedeiras told me to the Sannains that red of Tunis was dead & they shall come & collect him when the Sannains they say so to seven years before. They sent 30 of their best lances to a pitch led by the Almedeiras to have him placed in a & led so many multitudes & covered with golden plates & guarded by 100 lances so naked swords

In the threads. When everything was ready I found the Sannains in the meadow & recognized their king & master. Then their Leaders began to
The Saracen knight's speech to T

“We three are your kindred, your sworn foes, but the wise counsel of our master has taught us to be friends, even though we are of different races. For we know that the outcome of any conflict is uncertain, and to lead a life of peace and honor is better than to live in fear of our enemies.”

“Let us join our forces, and together we shall face our common enemies.”

T replied, “So be it. We shall stand together against all who seek to destroy us.”
Standing our holy prophet Mohammed's faith which is practiced by most nations of the world.

One man in faith, truth, and dijah the
saints, so many people who are needed for
the same thing. Help me, the
commander, defend me when I said except
clamor to my heart. I pray to your help.

Our blood is shed for this land. That one is
dead. I hope you intend to give up your
life. Wherever we turn we see people
promising you. I wrote you say. It is not
possible. Satans wish is to keep you in
t error. Allah will be there for many years
in this land. Cause be the
day you come here and cursed the glory that brought
you. We will say that you shall be dealt
down in the name of Allah. Ah, when
I heard these words, I stood
up, finished and said: "Knight, do thank you for
your service. You must go to the castle,
may God bless you."

Then we turned to T. He spoke thus: "Zard, cap-
fying, we have driven our enemies away. Our
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I left the room and then the Sarracens 
orbed for the rest of the body. Alménésar replied that 
they had lost it through their foolhardy & the 
body was used to wild beasts. They then paid 
70,000 ducats. Then the Sarracens agreed to pay 
so they did. [Redacted] body. When they continued 
& got back to their camp, their comrades were so 
awed by the sight of the body that they seized 
their weapons & mounted their horses, & urged towards 
the city crying: “Death to that false Christ! A moment 
the Sarracens also seized to conquer our holy places!” 
for from under the house of Zion & declared, “Christ 
was crucified! A community in concord is strong 
& never fights the enemy.”

The lead of Damascus then began to speak:

"The lead of Damascus’ words, "We have always heard that 
the moon is made of sugar, and so I believe that 
the moon is made of sugar."

"If you see a dragon, it's a sign of something bad."

"The lead of Damascus and his people."

"What we think is so different is actually 
good, and what we think is the same is actually 
bad."

"We shall conquer the city and that we shall help 
that wicked merchant."

I was told that he was absolutely 
"the father of all the Turks."

"What we think is so different is actually 
good, and what we think is the same is actually 
bad."
Then they killed his horse and fell to earth
where he began to say his prayers. "A humble
virgin, as I told thee, is no mother of me;
Jesus whom youarest called our Lord to
take me and love me, I want pain or taint! I
acquainted myself to you who are the sinner's
adventurers. And to soon to protect me, for I have need to
serve him. Oh, the sacred Virgin! I am his servant who
were baptized in pure faith. I, Madame,
abstain. I hold Catholic Faith, far you set
me out danger, I am in."

"I A & 3 Almedices and Meagher. Then says a
squadron of knights. But beneath which
three the banner in a swarm of Feathers
was. When the banner was a swarm of Feathers
their defeat. Their scalp was to be set on.
8 if they hadn't learned, [and] surely leave.
The Senegal finally managed to cross the Senegal River and engaged in battle. The Senegalese, led by the great chief Thiam, put up a fierce resistance. They fought for a long while. When the Senegalese finally gave up, the British declared victory.
Seeing how many men they were losing from their
troops increased every day, they held a council &
decided to agree for a 30-day truce. It was
agreed, but KE. At LA & Melqanad were set in
front of all the wounded through the battle
field collecting the Xtian corpses to give them
salam. Generally, The Xtian said from his
tent, ‘What are they women doing in all these soldiers? They are only brave & stupid. The old
wounded are the true capture of them.’

The Saracens decided to be sold away before
the truce ended. They pulled up camp & set
out for the tents & Fez where they thought
they will be better protected. Against the Xtians
Early in the night later that night the Xtian scouts
arrived on the city gates & took & the Saracens
were fleeing. He ordered everyone to arms
as soon as the same news of them.
When they had gone through the passes, I went to convince all the enemyof his submission. Some days later LA told him:

"My lord, I think it will help if I invest alone with my forces to Besançon, the city of the enemy, to make him conquer the city with some cities, castles on the other side. When you have finished, you can come and all the Barabrei will be yours."

LA was pleased. He decided in a council that the troops be divided into two, one of 13,000 cavalry and 18,000 foot soldiers, and the other of 5,000 horsemen and 10,000 foot soldiers. When they had invested the city, they found that the city had a number of citizens who continued to live in the town. LA saw how few soldiers were left. He began capturing the city. He captured many cities from the enemy. He burned many of the captured cities.

The city was surrounded by soldiers of whom he had captured, including the 9,000 he had killed. He was a great and spirited knight, and his horse fought bravely to increase their army's force and increase their army's force. In the course of their conquest, they came to a city called Montagnat, which was held by the king of Belamore's daughter. She told him:

"When the Xihans approached the city, they held council and decided to send messengers to the city. They personally accepted them and granted all their requests. But when the Xihans approached the city, their demands and their desires were decided as the barbarians surrendered.

Seeing himself thus involved, LA besieging the city, he decided to attack. The battle was on, and he was caught in a fire that he set on fire, and the castle was razed. When this soldier saw him, he began to attack the city. He rallied the army and gave them some food, and he went back. They carried him back to his tents. When he saw that he was no more, he faintly said that he was a good and strong man, and he was very sad. Then LA saw to it that he and his army took the city, which was given to him. They carried him back to his tents. When he saw that he was no more, he faintly said that he was a good and strong man, and he was very sad. Then LA saw to it that he and his army took the city, which was given to him.
I asked for his heaviest artillery. When I thought about the cannon wound the
 bakshaish immigration had caused, I realized that I didn't even have
 enough gunpowder to fire a single shot. But I ordered my men to attack immediately.

So fierce was the assault that they captured the city walls. When we hit the
 city gates, I ordered my men to
 storm the city. The next day the queen sent a message to say they had
 surrendered and paid 30,000 gold coins. As they left, 600 prisoners
 of war remained. I then ordered the city to be
 destroyed and filled with salt.

The queen offered me her daughter as a prize, but I refused.

Now the book tells what became of P-1.
you talking at 1st that I sent her to you for 2 months so she loves me so much that
if she knew it I think she'd die of grief.

And so P-1 changed his story and came to
love the girl deeply. Shortly thereafter the city
was besieged, and the Xiran prisoners were
sent to the Xiran galleys. P-1 recognized them and said,
"I saw you a month ago.

My lady, said the young man, I certainly was
not aware of your sufferings and hardships.
I was only alive when I heard that they
were a good thing and sold into slavery.

What do you know anything about it?" asked P-1.

"Where did he die?"

"Holy Mary!" said the prisoner. "He's still
alive and doing everything he can to conquer this land."

Then he told how LA was wounded and the
damsel asked: "What became of P-1?"
The next morning P-I told the girl that mañana that if they got her she would tell the Cap. Things that he would quickly do. He was so frequent that they returned to her. She agreed to go. They already left before N. was their last chance. P-I dressed up in his most respectable Marish clothes painted her eyes in galana so they would recognize her. So well-dressed damsel accompanied her. They left the city at noon & walked to the camp where they found standing at the entrance to the tent. When he saw them coming he sent "Tell them that..." to T. "Tell Mr. cap. that he still will refuse to hear us. He will refuse to tell his cap. that he is a knight & we are daughters of the knightly order. Let him come & do us.

The chamberlain quickly returned to T. & told the captain, "Our God is our Lord. Here's a lovely damsel among them who speaks Spanish. Speak to him."

"Go," said the cap. "Bring them to me."

They all cursed when they were before him & P-I started to speak to them:

"Eeell," how P-I explained her mission to T. His brave lord cap. will send what he needs. It's customary to send you and fulfill its destination. Therefore, after you are full of compassion & kindness, you are some of the afflicted city's inhabitants. For them,

"Go, bring us bread & feet & key & for money you know better than that God's arm are always open to embrace the sinners. However, if they are wise, you are there in God's stead & did not reject our please for you. Tell the Blue God to send women & go."

The great judge & Knight can only be to receive enemies & friends. Before him, so they will win 100 times more honor than if he had him. Do not
To unmen's danger no quarrell for they are setten in land of free men, we could but our bodies 
and goods and hold the field and fall of the 
carpen of our valiunt you see, How can you 
not erre when you are 
unles are fore I do assume you that no one 
under 15 or over 3 will be spared, Depart from 
your sight. This is no time for pity, but for cruel 
that will be an example to others, The city 
will be cleansed Of wickedness for God's 
friendship himself. "

And he said no more, "I'll be with your heart and answer "

She answery replied thus: "

"He answer: "Both Hamilton & Alexander signed 
the order for the death of the child, his do 
poison, He was deposed, from Babylon though he was a king, executed out of 
wealth.
He destroyed Jerusalem, your mother to the city, burned Solomon's temple, and sold all of the children, and all the child as a wicked decree as you say, so to do. The Sadder... Power! Such will always serve to you, peace, here in... The dethrone and will be repeated, always you will remain with the spent... If you in the desert doing penance for injustice, but you will try to conquer the world. Tell my city, is it? What will you do? Do you have to this city? Did you invent it from... and on... Our queen is... from the hours & rebuild it, & how you come... to identify, & this is not evil. Do you think... & don't have a knightly duty? Is it that you... Our Lord says... and the peacekeepers? For they shall be called the children of God? And on Xuan... eves when Jesus was born, the angels sang... be unto God in Heaven, & peace, to men of good will. And you, a Christian, why do you...
Do not leave away its riches and make it return to its former parent.

You are ignorant of the holy sacraments. Furthermore, you are ignorant of all the articles of the Holy Catholic faith. If you wish to be saved, I tell you to cease this folly and turn to the Lord. I beg you to repent, for I shall repeat you that hell is the end of the wicked. As for your soul, it will be damned forever. The text advised: if you desire to be saved, you must repent. If you do not repent, you will perish. If you repent, your sins will be forgiven.

I quickly replied thus:

Tis' reply to T-1:

"Damned, you are like..."
As you already know so much about our country's

decisions, and the role of the various states in the

betrayal of the Letter who sought to avoid war

They had not planned. God's weakness led to the

lives and the: they were condemned to eternal draft,

kin in revenge for their Greater. Sometimes

So when the God will forgive you. Whereas

you will have all been saved.

And who knows, for you from permanent domination.

Our so that is, it is the poor. Therefore

Our Lord, not want to. Therefore

you are not wrong by arising, but because

of what the authority that allow you for the

am with you. I am the Salt of the earth, that is,

I am in heaven, but a horse is a horse that

give and take. If you want to poison,

it and rather give them to sell them. Tell your

Brontes if allowed for your present safety. I do not

want to make the world will turn to your

God, to conquer my enemies. It only cleanses in

private. It is the proper payment & decorates

Wit. It is not a human. I cannot give you peace.

If he is not in danger of conquering their enemies,

I have decided to come back tomorrow. Pedme

effective, for though your own enemies are

peace & do not wish to your own death, do,

I do not want to be your own death.

CCCTV: Pk's reply to T

“it’s only human to pity the afflicted &
especially those who formerly were happy &
had someone to be there in their comfort.

I am sad of this sort, & as a knight vanished from life but don't see you are prepared to kill him & destroy the beauty by which you were in a sense to decay. Do not be carried away by misfortune. Our fortune is hard to please & if you drop the reins it will drag you over a cliff. I ed.

Great much time, these writers don't think only all your arguments for & against & my lady all time downing to us. Before you please for money. If you request shall bring here to rush you name & deny you. Then you scorn virtue & do us violence. Let shall travel through the world & become master & may see as far as Italy, Spain, France & Germany & then we shall get X to fame & make the world all 3 equal & win a battle & fight with them & settle. But you do the opposite. This was of our past & made it happen. I was a glorious day, set out from the land & we towards a dark & cold home.
Oh Lord, I pray that you bless you and prolong your days and give you glory in this world and the next. It has become an oft-repeated phrase that the e of Constantinople must fall to your sword, and the c of Constantine must be your cup. If you often converse with yourself, defeat the Turks. Tell me how you do it, do you remember the lonely princes of the imperial throne? And do you remember your cousin D, whom you once count? St. Ang and married to the e's niece, Stephanie? Oh, salt both lines and Sad all. You were no longer cares about or remember you. Who will now help you set free you from the man who caused his lives to forgotten all about you. Only death will remove end with it. You only escape through a sentence. Speak in mid-nights, my heart bleeds for thee, worthy knight, who will only come out feet 1st. People faint for thee has forgotten you. I am a surprised.
To conquer this wicked land he set forth to the City of Damned in Christendom. I was astonished by what he handed me, and she knew so much about him.

I'm regret to P-1 as my heart is wounded by his damned words, I cannot believe you are hung by your spirit or our spirit, I mean spirit is to trick the Devil of this city. Its inhabitants worship the Devil as my pure intention is to populate it with Xfians. P-1's was glorious, I consider myself a good soul, but I am damned. I consider myself a good soul.

CCC will P-1's reply to T's request. "Alas, T, you are on the leg of mercy, which is better than that of justice. I'll tell you how you have repented by speaking of it to me, and I'll explain how you have lost. You have repented my wounds by speaking of it to me, I'll explain how you claim I have forgotten them, they constantly
we alone! Do not cry, girl who so loves me. It is a disease, a weakness, a lack of charity towards our brothers. Do not confuse love with possessiveness. Love is a bond of charity, a bond of love. Let us pray for your dear wish to serve your lord, even in the midst of your struggles. There is no more ness between us if you can serve your inflated pride. Oh, how I wish to see you again, even if it means the end of my career. I know it is a storm, but I cannot let my heart break at this victory. Castles are not built with love & stone. If it is not ready to break, there is no need for it. Our faith is built by suffering, not by the strength of our hearts. A man should rise to his life’s music for his honor, to rise to his wife’s glory, to rise to his honor for his wife. Be careful, watch your weight for the Sarracens are about to strike. They are cunning & their empire is strong. They planned it long before Ever did. ever give it up, never become a servant to others. Use your own generosity, show your Spanish courage & fight for your right. I am a noble knight who will fight...
Every man will have a dimple of his own.

When I heard there was an army
And a land of people, I heard, a great sight that

was the depth of his heart, and, as he

was stricken with a quick and painted--this eye

shone into God--his body to the earth.

Kes was not at all amused. He wept bitterly

and clung out thin repugnance.

CCC: Will how Ke rejected?

Oh damsel! You deserve to be cruelly punished.

You set the day you are to come, after I promise

if they might die
to kill you all in the most pitiful way I can.

Oh! lady! A little wet sheets

you entered thin that unpainted tongue.

The devil take you! Instead of persecuting

the cap to die for will it not be prouder, you
glory in as wicked speech of sinners and your

relatives from prison.

Embarrassing who are dying of comb.
How P-L reviled KE

Kings shall not be cruel but merciful. Do you dare? You are young and inexperienced. Why do you mistreat damsels? You are obliged to protect them. If you mistreat damsels, you will regret it. If you wish to avert disaster, you should help the king. Let me approach the king for you. I have been homeward bound.

KE had the damsel seized and bound. When P-L saw herself so mistreated, she angrily said:

Then the damsel sat down on the ground, in her squalor, her shirt filthy, and her hair disheveled. Then she took her husband. T's hair was so thick that he is heir to the empire.

Then the damsel set down on the ground, in her squalor, her shirt filthy, and her hair disheveled. Then she took her husband. T's hair was so thick that he is heir to the empire.

Oh, my life is inexorable fate, who ordain all our actions! O I deny do submit...
my sad speech. I wish you were freed from such hardships.

Since I cannot save this afflicted city, generous cap, invincible knight, open ye eyes. Dwell with me; please I humbly beg you to do me right by virtue, fair, and prefer death at your hands to being restored to life restored by another.

I send a message to his cap that you, Lord cap, dwell in the heart of Somerset and whenever I speak, he will be received by touching these words:

When the demon saw his eyes open I heard him sigh. She was employed. A gently spoke these words: "Lord cap, I know you are as cunning as a fox and have a heart as cold as stone. You can lie as well as I stand. Before you is a tempting chasm, and your sword is well sharpened, you can battle it the better."

If one who wishes to serve you would say here is a map of English counties. And these parts which says another country is better than England, will only cause shame. I am a gentleman, often speak is decently, but I know ye generous heart will forgive my errors."

I replied then:

"CCCLX I. Th's reply to P-L"

"Darnel, you are like a geese in a house, in its growth and a stranger in its tail. Your words are not those of a gentleman, nor do they suit the words of a gentleman."

"Ah, but if you tell me how you found out about the news, I will make you forget it."

"P-L was pleased by the cap's reply."

"She decided to retract herself & began to speak thus:"

"CCCLXII P-L's reply to T"
The philosopher Aristotle said it was letter toloyd was more dear than shamed
and tears. And

We knew when our friends hurt usf
and by our sufferings. Therefore, stop to believe for resistance in is made our saving in adversity.

If you wish to understand love, powers remember
all those who were dead to you. Still unturn
of their face—of the memory—of love

Some of them not only change it has
established it. Themselves. Else when I did beg you to pity then afflicted afflicted city. Remember all
that freely you helped regain their freedom. We
consider you your fathers' protector. It is

Treat us mercilessly, for the beastی
animals & for less save. Even if there who were

You are too much for to be our pleasant. Let

Our homage. You are too weak to be allowed the power to touched &
as virtues as a 2nd Mohammad.
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